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REPRESENTING THE CLIENT WITH MENTAL ILLNESS
“KEEPING MEDICINE IN THE COURTROOM EQUATION”
Course Director: George J. Parnham, Houston Texas
Houston Mental Health Seminar 2004 is a
program designed for lawyers and mental
health professionals who deal with mental
health issues in the criminal justice setting.
George J. Parnham, attorney for Andrea
Yates, has brought together an impressive
group of mental health professionals and
lawyers to discuss such important topics as
postpartum depression, insanity, competency,
mental illness, mental retardation and forced
medications. The program is scheduled to be
held at the beautiful St. Regis Hotel in
downtown Houston, Texas. The program is
expected to be approved for 12 hours of
continuing education for both lawyers and
mental health professionals, with one hour of
ethics for lawyers.

Destination Information
The seminar is being held at the St. Regis Hotel,
located at 1919 Briar Oaks Lane, Houston, TX
77027. Rooms are blocked at a rate of $165 a
night. You will need to make a reservation by
May 1, 2004 in order to guarantee this room
rate and availability. Call the St. Regis Hotel at
(713) 840-7600 and be sure to mention the
Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association to
receive our group rate.

Social Events
Join us at Minute Maid Stadium for an Astros
baseball game. We have purchased a limited
number of tickets to the Thursday, May 13, 2004,
Astro vs. World Champion Marlins game. Transportation to and from the St. Regis Hotel is provided. Tickets (including transportation) are $45
per person. For more information, contact Joseph Martinez at 512.478.2514 ext. 26.

CLE information
This program is expected to be accredited for
12.75 CLE hours. Credit for attendance may
be utilized toward the CLE requirements for
the certification and recertification of attorneys
in criminal law by the Texas Board of Legal
Specialization and towards the total CLE
requirements of the State Bar of Texas.

Scholarships
There are tuition only scholarships available to
deserving attorneys actively engaged in the defense of criminal cases who can demonstrate financial need. Scholarship requests must be in
writing and state that the applicant is a member
of the State Bar of Texas, the length of time he/
she has been practicing as a criminal defense lawyer, and whether he/she has ever received a
scholarship from CDLP, TCDLEI, or Friends of
TCDLA. No attorney who is on federal, state, or
other public payroll is able to receive a scholarship, except two scholarships may be awarded
to Public Defenders who do not have access to
CLE funds. The application should include two
letters of recommendation; one from the Texas
or federal judiciary, the other, preferably, from a
TCDLA2 member
or THE
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May 13 & 14 2004

TCDLA & CDLEI Houston Mental Health ● May 13 & 14, 2004 ● 12.75 CLE hours
Location: St. Regis Hotel, located at 1919 Briar Oaks Lane,
Houston, Texas 77027 ● 713.840.7600
Mail registration to: 1707 Nueces St., Austin, Texas 78701, or by fax to: 512.469.0512
Questions? Call 512.478.2514 or visit www.tcdla.com
Registration begins at 7:30 am
Supplies are limited. Seminar books and CD’s must be ordered by
April 30, 2004. Walk-in’s receive CD only.

Attendee Name: ______________________________ Bar Number: ___________________
Street Address: __________________________________ City: _______________________
State: ______________ Zip:____________ E-mail: ________________________________
Phone: ________________________________ Fax: _______________________________
Current/New Member Registration Fees
 registration (includes CD)
 registration with book (includes CD)
Non-Member Registration Fees
 registration (includes CD)
 registration with book (includes CD)
Mental Health Profession Registration Fees
 registration (includes CD)
 registration with book (includes CD)

By April 30
$325
$400
By April 30
$425
$575
By April 30
$325
$400

After April 30
$375
$450
After April 30
$475
$625
After April 30
$375
$450

Can’t attend? Buy the materials* (shipping and sales tax included in total)
printed book/member........................$100
materials on CD/member....................$60
printed book/non-member..................$175
materials on CD/non-member.............$115
TCDLA Membership Fees (renew your membership or join as a new member)
 New Member (*see below)...................$75
 Renew Membership...................$150
Payment Options
 Check enclosed (payable to TCDLA)
 Visa  Mastercard  American Express
______________________________________________________________________________________
Credit Card Number
Expiration Date
______________________________________________________________________________________
Name on Card
Signature
* TCDLA New Membership: To sign up as a new member you will need a Nominating Endorsement
from a current TCDLA member. “As a current member of TCDLA, I believe this applicant to be a
person of professional competency, integrity, and good moral character. The applicant is licensed to
practice law in Texas and is engaged in the defense of criminal cases, unless a student or affiliate
applicant.”
TCDLA Member’s Name (Please Print): ____________________________________________________
TCDLA Member’s Signature: _____________________________________________________________
Cancellations: To receive a full refund, cancellations must been made in writing 5 business days
prior to the program. Refund requests that are received after that time will be assessed a $50
cancellation fee. No refunds will be given on or after May 3, 2004, however you will receive the
course materials.
Tax Notice: $36 of your annual dues ($19 if a Student Member) is for a one year subscription to
the VOICE for the Defense. Dues to TCDLA are not deductible as a charitable contribution but may
be deducted as an ordinary business expense. The non-deductible portion of regular and initial
membership dues is $39 in accordance with IRC sec. 6033.
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Sprint PCS is offering a 15 percent discount to TCDLA members
on its wireless services. Existing Sprint customers can receive the
discount without interruption and new customers can receive
additional discounts on equipment. Contact Steven Morales at
512-344-4291.
Viteconline is offering TCDLA members pricing advantages on everything you need to run your office, such as office supplies, equipment, and furniture. If you need it, they can get it to you at a low
cost and overnight. Contact James Taylor at 1-800-797-2969 ext 116.
Hertz Car Rental is offering TCDLA members world-wide discounts
on all business and leisure car rentals. You will need the member ID
so call our office first and then call Hertz at 1-800-654-2200.
LegalEdge Case Management Software is offering a group rate to
TCDLA members based upon the number of people purchasing. The
company will also personalize the system to include the names,
addresses, telephone numbers, and other biographical information
of every Judge, Court and investigating agency in the State of Texas
for the database. Call Le Ann Horrocks at 1-228-872-8479.
Lois Law is offering a 10 percent discount to our members.
Call David Cross at 1-800-364-2515 x 2260 or dcross@loislaw.com.
La Quinta is offering a 10 percent discount to all TCDLA members.
Either visit LQ.com and use promotional code TCDLA, or call
800-531-5900 and ask for the discounted rate for the Texas Criminal
Defense Lawyers Association.

Motions Disk. New members are entitled to one free copy of
our State motions disk.
Voice for the Defense. You will receive the only state-wide
magazine published exclusively for criminal defense attorneys.
Capital Litigation Update. You can receive the only statewide magazine published exclusively for capital litigators.
Strike Force. Whenever zealous advocacy results in threats of
contempt against you, the best criminal defense attorneys in
the state will come to your defense.
Directory. You will receive an annual membership directory
organized by county, city and last name.
Members Only Website. As a member you have access to the
members-only section of the TCDLA website. The membersonly section contains hundreds of motions, a list of expert
witnesses, testimony of expert witnesses, and trial tactics.
Scholarships to TCDLA Seminars. Only TCDLA members can
receive scholarships to TCDLA seminars.
Assistance with Legal Questions. You can e-mail a question
to the TCDLA home office and we will help you get your question answered through the assistance of more than 2000 criminal defense attorneys.

Subscription Services Inc. is offering up to a 50 percent discount
off the cover price of nearly every magazine printed for our members. Call Marilyn at 1-800-289-6247.
E-mail Alerts on Recent Developments in Criminal Law.
The TCDLA network specialist will e-mail you about the latest news
affecting you, your practice and your clients. To be added to either
the general or capital listservs, contact webmaster@tcdla.com.
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WHERE IS THE
COURT GOING
WITH THE FOURTH
AMENDMENT?
SEARCH ME....
The fifties, pre Miranda
In the fifties, police walked foot patrols. Residents told them about problems in the neighborhoods and they questioned suspects without having to read them their “rights” under
Miranda.1 Searches were carried out, often at the wrong house or business. Innocent people
or their reputations were injured. However, the federal exclusionary rule was not applicable
to the states. Weeks.2 Courts struggled with a way to discourage lawless police conduct without hobbling law enforcement, sometimes applying the exclusionary rule in egregious state
cases. Irvine v. People.3

Cynthia Eva Hujar Orr

PRESIDENT’S
Message

Age of enlightenment, a reasoned balance between law enforcement and constitutional
rights
Thereafter, the exclusionary rule was applied to the states through the due process clause
of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to discourage police misconduct. Mapp v. Ohio.4
When the constable blunders, the criminal may go free but many innocent citizens will
benefit from the lesson learned by the police. The exclusionary rule discourages the police
from conducting illegal “sneak and peak” searches. Police must seek a warrant based upon
probable cause from a neutral and detached magistrate before they can disrupt the peace
and sanctity of the home and seek out evidence of crime. In addition, people subjected to
coercive police encounters are entitled to be apprized of their constitutional right to remain
silent, obtain counsel, or have counsel appointed as well as the fact that anything they say
can and will be used against them in court. Miranda. And in Jones the Court provided automatic standing to complain of the search of an item to a defendant charged with possession
of that item.5
The summer of love, you say there’s gonna be a revolution
At the same time this body of law was developing distrust between the establishment and
young people became a palpable “generation gap.” Social mores evolved with a tolerant group
of students and intellectuals. They promoted tolerance of different cultures, political philosophies, sexual practices, recreational use of drugs and spiritual philosophies. At the same
time that this movement engendered tolerance it was also intolerant of abuses of power,
unquestioned authority or unquestioned routine. Polite society thus had difficulty accepting the “in your face” advocacy of the hippies and revolutionaries. Some in power actually
believed that a revolution was going to take place which would lead to the downfall of our
government. Riots, protests and unrest were weekly occurrences. However, the strength of
democracy navigated free speech, free love, the “let it all hang out” sixties and the Presidency
of Richard Nixon with its Watergate and Cointelpro abuses of power and lawlessness.
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The balance between the judicial and executive branches
served well to maintain a modicum of peace, except where that
balance was upset. In May of 1970, Kent, Ohio used the Ohio
and National Guard (“Guard”) to put down a protest against
Nixon’s expansion of the Vietnam War to Cambodia. The previous Saturday an ROTC office had burned. On Monday, May
4th, protesters threw rocks at the Guard who shot back, killing
four students. One student was shot in the head. Fifteen others
were wounded, many seriously. In the aftermath, the campus
was ordered evacuated and Guardsmen took over. On one occasion a Guard held his gun to the head of a journalist, because
he wore a beard.6 The military is not trained to respect and
maintain our civil rights. Nor do we want them to be. They are
intended for use in the rare case when the aggression and courage that war requires is necessary. Citizens protesting against
government excess, whether in 1970 or in 2004, should not be
targeted as unpatriotic or criminals.
“America, love it or leave it.” An inane statement for a developed and enlightened country. We were founded by revolutionaries who disagreed with the general warrant and wanted
to end the high tariffs placed upon exports. Again citizens protested when government policies were oppressive and
unaccepting of all citizens, African American, white, Latino
American Indian and female.
The war on drugs/ terror
In the eighties and nineties, the administration moved toward intolerance again Touting tougher drug laws, the courts
similarly scaled back the exclusionary rule by providing a good
faith exception to the warrant requirement. Officers can rely
on a flawed warrant, in good faith. Leon.7 If the problem with
the warrant is a misstatement or omission that officers knew or
should have known affected the probable cause determination,
the good faith exception does not apply. Franks.8
The Supreme Court also required a clear request for counsel before officers need to cease questioning. Edwards and Davis.9
And distinguished one’s Fifth Amendment right to Counsel
from one’s Sixth Amendment right to Counsel to allow questioning about another crime than the one for which the defendant had been appointed counsel, even if the offense was inextricably intertwined with the offense concerning which the
police questioned him. McNeal and Cobb.10
In addition, the Salvucci11 case disposed of automatic standing to complain of the search when one was charged with possession of the item seized. This question should be revisited in
light of the Pringle12 case. And the court slid down the slippery
slope from requiring a warrant for closed containers in legally
stopped vehicles, Sanders and Robbins13, to not requiring a warrant for any container which could hold the item sought.
Houghton and Acevedo.14 Anonymous tips can be used to establish probable cause. White.15 You must prove that evidence,
which was destroyed, was favorable or destroyed in bad faith
before its destruction will be questioned. Arizona v.

Youngblood.16 Coerced confessions can be found to be harmless
error. Fulminante.17 Someone can consent to the search of your
home, even if they lack the authority to do so. Rodriquez.18 You
can be held in custody for 48 hours without being charged or
given access to a lawyer. Riverside v. McLaughlin.19 Most frightening is Garamendi20, which held that an executive agreement
with a foreign power preempts state law. And even though most
erroneous convictions are only discovered after a decade or
more has passed, the writ of habeas corpus has been severely
limited. A one-year statute of limitations was placed on the writ
and a truncated review implemented. Efforts to improve the
quality of counsel by creating guidelines or testing have and
will continue to prove fruitless unless the ABA Guidelines for
Death Penalty Counsel are adopted and lawyers adequately
funded. Wiggins.21
There is a little glimmer of hope on the horizon. The Supreme Court appears poised to demand strict compliance with
the warrant requirement, finding that failure to particularly
describe the items to be seized so obviously invalided a warrant
that officers were not reasonable to rely upon it. Groh.22 In
Lidster23 the Court allowed inquiry into the subjective intent of
officers conducting a road block. In Banks24 the Court held that
the state was duty bound to correct false testimony and under
a continuing duty to reveal favorable and impeaching evidence.
And Crawford25 held that cross examination was so important
to a fair trial that an unavailable witness’ prior testimony could
only be admitted where the defendant had a prior similar opportunity to cross examine the witness.
If you’re not doing anything wrong, why should you care?
If you are John or Suzy Q. Citizen and lead a fairly boring
life, why should you care that constitutional rights are being
whittled away. You should care because of Kent State, because
power can be abused and lead to tragedies. You should care
because of Dr. Albadr Alhazmi and Miguel Martinez and John
Forte, Adrian Smith and Sang Ho and Sang Hwan Tillman. You
should care because innocent children were held at
Guantanamo Bay for two years before their release. Because a
nice radiologist was abducted by federal officers and held incommunicado from his lawyer for 10 days before his innocence
was discovered. You should care because a charlatan was allowed to pass himself off as a serologist and DNA expert causing the wrongful conviction of Miguel Martinez who came
within two days of execution. You should care because the least
culpable are getting long prison sentences while the most hardened repeat offenders are doing short time for cooperating and
returning to society to prey on others. And when they come for
you, who will care? 

endnotes continued on page 24
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SEMINARS,
WELCOME AND
THANK YOU’S

Joseph A. Martinez

EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR’S
Perspective
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I want to extend a thank you to our course directors, Mimi Coffey and Chris Hoover, for
their outstanding work in coordinating the TCDLA Premier DWI Seminar in Arlington.
More than 150 lawyers had an opportunity to hear some of the best national speakers on
the science of DWI. I also want to thank course directors, Betty Blackwell and Brent Cahill,
for coordinating the CDLP Criminal Defense Advocacy seminar in College Station.
Special thanks to Tim Evans and Lydia Clay Jackson, course directors for the 28th Annual
Criminal Trial Advocacy Institute in Huntsville. Thanks to Tim (this was his 17th Institute),
Lydia and the 30 faculty members, 63 lawyers were trained in the week-long Institute. Special thanks to the Judges who recommended lawyers to the Institute. Next year, the Institute will take place March 20 - 25 to avoid the scheduling conflicts with Spring Break.
Board meetings took place in February. TCDLEI approved the following scholarships to
TCDLA members: 15 Rusty Duncan Seminar, 10 TOP DWI Houston, 10 Federal Law Houston. In addition, the LEI Board voted $20,000 to help underwrite the TCDLA Mental Health
Seminar in Houston on May 13 and 14. The TCDLA Board approved placing three by-law
changes before the membership for approval at the annual meeting in June. They are outlined in this issue of the Voice and on the website.
Special thanks to Friends of TCDLA, who have committed to more than $9,700 in scholarships to TCDLA members during the course of the next 10 months. Please support Friends
by purchasing their products at the seminars. Ask about their new “Legal Briefs”. They sold
out in two days at the NACDL/TCDLA seminar in San Antonio.
Marisol Valdez Whitefield is our new communications director — she replaces Betsy
Denson. Mrs. Whitefield has a BA in Advertising from Texas Tech University. She has worked
in the communications field for more than 10 years, and has a strong background in graphics and printing. She has owned her own business, Marisol Graphics, since 1999. Mrs.
Whitefield and husband, Shane, have a five-year-old son, Ethan. Please join us in giving her
a big TCDLA welcome and if you are in the area drop in and meet her.
We have started marketing our TCDLA seminars by having a separate web page on our
TCDLA website. This includes registration forms, and an up-to-date schedule of seminars
and speakers, sponsors and vendors, Friends, and other social events. Our website allows
us to get the most current information to our members quickly. A web page containing
information on TCDLA Forensics seminar in Plano will be posted soon.
We already have 99 pre-registered attendees for this year’s 17th Annual Rusty Duncan
Seminar. Our theme for this year is Fiesta. We will be sending letters out to Judges inviting
them to join us at the seminar.
We will continue to offer discounts to seminar participants who choose their seminar
packets in CD-Rom format. We are looking into offering to TCDLA members a Best of
TCDLA Seminars in DVD format. This DVD format would contain all the seminar material for all the TCDLA seminars from the last year.
We have had members inquire if they can register for seminars on-line. We currently do
not offer on-line registration. We are scheduled to upgrade our server in late summer 2004
and anticipate on-line registration for fall or winter of 2004 for TCDLA and CDLP seminars. Members will also have the capability of renewing and/or updating membership information on-line.
Thanks to our TCDLA affiliates and local Criminal Defense Bars — TCDLA membership is up and continues to increase.
Good Verdicts to All! 

New Member
Katherine Allen
San Antonio

Endorser

New Member

Endorser

Demetrio Duarte

Michael C. Lowe
Dallas

Peter A. Lesser

Gilbert J. Alvarado
Houston

Jim Lindeman

Jeffrey S. Mahl
Del Rio

Reginald Van Wade

Jeremy H. Baker
North Richland Hills

Roxanne M. Robinson

Ryan Matuska
Houston

Cynthia Hampton

Edward Tommy McFarland
Lufkin

Jerry N. Whiteker

Kirsten J. Bell
The Woodlands
Patrick Davis
Houston

Brian D. LaCour
David Adler

Marco A. Montemayor
Laredo

David Castillo

Olegario Estrada
Dallas

Shaun D. House

Wade Prasifka
Houston

Paul St. John

Ruben Franco, Jr.
Conroe

Cynthia Hampton

Heidi E. Rains
Abilene

Monte Sherrod

Zach Redington
Dallas

Ted Redington

Joey Dan Fritts
Sherman

Jack Louis McGowen

Ryan M. Grant
Dallas

Susan E. Anderson

David Reyna
Dallas

Glen Grunberger
Austin

Cynthia Hampton

Molly Kicklighter Rodgers
Denton

Lilly A. Guiterrez
Edinburg

Cynthia Orr

Paul C. Saenz
Laredo

Christopher M. Jones
Denton

Rick Hagen

Jonathan Simpson
Fort Worth

David G. Kenney
Dallas
Travis Ketner
El Paso

Gregg M. Gibbs
David Escobar

Bert Steinmann
The Woodlands

Douglas Wilder
Rick Hagen

Christina Arellano-Villarreal
Mark G. Daniel
Lydia Clay-Jackson

Kevin S. Williams
Ft Worth

Kyle Whitaker
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THE UNSEEN
DIRECTOR
STUART KINARD

John Carroll

EDITOR’S
Comment
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Every once in a while, we need to look up from our practice and acknowledge the uniquely
gifted among us, the sort of one-of-a-kind defense lawyer who has so consistently elevated
the art of criminal defense that the measure of excellence becomes defined by his talents.
Such a lawyer is TCDLA founder and fellow officer Stuart Kinard.
When you use the phrase “DWI specialist” in a sentence, the name “Stuart Kinard” will
undoubtedly come up. One reason is that he wrote a couple of well-regarded books on the
subject, Kinard’s DWI Manual, and A Practitioner’s Guide to Administrative (DWI)License
Revocation which he co-authored with TCDLA member Larry Boyd. Another may be that
he has defended thousands of such cases during a span of some 30 years, regularly getting
extraordinary results for thousands of his grateful clients. But most people probably knew
that already. What is less appreciated is the indelible impact he has already left on the practice of Texas criminal defense.
Stuart was one of the founding members of a fledgling group of attorneys more than 25
years ago, which would ultimately become the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association. He not only gave birth to this association, but he has helped it to mature during the
years, repeatedly and passionately compelling us to return to the roots he planted: an unflinching devotion to the constitutional rights of every person and a fearless defense against
governmental encroachment of liberties in any form, from any direction.
He was not only board certified in criminal law in 1975, but it was his skills that helped
define that specialization as part of the first “specialization” group the State Bar recognized.
Stuart was also one of the original 20 lawyers in the country elected to the honorary position of permanent faculty member for the National College of Criminal Defense. These are
just a couple of accolades. Of greater importance is his love for this association (he donated
$15,000 to TCDLA a few years ago) and the cause of civil liberties he has pursued (and
continues) throughout his life.
Born in Sweetwater on August 15, 1938, Stuart attended the University of Houston Law
School and was licensed in 1967. His senior year, he became Moot Court champion, then
began his law practice at Fisher, Roche and Gallagher in Houston. But he soon tired of
personal injury law and turned to the endless challenges of criminal law. Among other
cases of notoriety, he represented Bernardino Sierra, one of the infamous “Brady Bunch,”
obtaining a hung jury in that capital murder case, in part due to one of the most powerful
closing arguments ever heard. During this same time, he also acted as an adjunct professor
at the University of Houston Law School. In time, he became president of the Harris County
Criminal Lawyers Association.
In 1980, he moved to Central Texas. Within 10 years, he gave birth to yet another group
— the Austin Criminal Defense Lawyers Association — which he has since also nurtured.

He has been given various awards and recognitions in Austin,
most recently, being selected by Austin Magazine as one of
Austin’s top 10 criminal defense lawyers, as well as named a
“Super-Lawyer” in Texas Monthly by his peers. His persuasive
abilities are legendary. “The first time I ever saw Stuart was when
he was selecting a jury,” recalls former TCDLA president Betty
Blackwell. “He had them eating out of his hand. He was charming, engaging.”
“Every winning trial technique I know, I owe to Stuart,” said
Keith Hampton. During his first murder trial, Hampton was
having some trouble with, um, the evidence the prosecution
was introducing against his client, and Keith turned to Stuart
for help. “He gave me a simple — no, elegant — approach. I
did precisely what he told me to do. The acquittal was due wholly
to his strategy. The jury all but said, ‘it was that thing you did at
the end which convinced us.’ They didn’t know it, but it was the
unseen director, Stuart, who made it happen. My God, the man
gets acquittals without even having to show up for court!”
We face many dangers to civil liberties today, as always. While
there are few stalwart groups that stand against those threats,
TCDLA remains a ferocious defender of our freedoms. From
time to time, we should reflect on the reality that we are collectively as good as the best among us. To acknowledge those living embodiments of the defense lawyer cause is to be inspired.
As Stuart likes to observe, we protect those among God’s creatures who have failed to attain perfection from those who think
they have. With a founder like Stuart at the helm, TCDLA and
the cause of liberty are well in hand. 
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WHAT WILL THE
SUPREME COURT
DO WITH
MR. NIXON’S
CASE?

F.R. “Buck” Files, Jr.

FEDERAL
Corner

It’s such a depressing phone call. The judge says, “I’m going to appoint you in a capital
case. The facts are so bad that I want to make certain that the defendant gets a fair trial.”
Translation: This guy is going to get a death sentence and I don’t want to get reversed on an
ineffective assistance of counsel issue.
You meet your client and find out what the facts are — and realize what the judge has
done to you. The district attorney is committed to seeking the death penalty and will not
engage in any meaningful plea negotiations. It’s trial time and you realize that you have
only four choices:
 Enter a plea of not guilty and fight every issue — realizing that you run the risk of
alienating the jury.
 Enter a plea of not guilty and pick your issues carefully — hoping that you can
maintain credibility with the jury.
 Enter a plea of guilty and fight only the punishment issue — hoping that your
client gets some benefit from this strategy.
 Shoot yourself and let someone else try the case.
These thoughts come to mind because the Supreme Court granted certiorari on March
1st in Florida v. Nixon, ___ S.Ct. ___, 2004 WL 368110 (U.S.Fla. 2004). Joe Elton Nixon had
been indicted in a Florida court for first-degree murder, kidnapping, robbery, and arson. At
trial, his lawyer made the following remarks during his opening statement in the guilt/
innocence phase of his case:
In this case, there will be no question that Jeannie [sic] Bickner died a horrible,
horrible death. Surely she did and that will be shown to you. In fact, that horrible
tragedy will be proved to your satisfaction beyond any reasonable doubt.
In this case, there won’t be any question, none whatsoever, that my client, Joe Elton
Nixon, caused Jeannie [sic] Bickner’s death. Likewise, that fact will be proved to
your satisfaction beyond any reasonable doubt. This case is about the death of Joe
Elton Nixon and whether it should occur within the next few years by electrocution
or maybe its natural expiration after a lifetime of confinement. (Emphasis added).
During his closing argument, Nixon’s lawyer said:
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Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, I wish I could stand
before you and argue that what happened wasn’t
caused by Mr. Nixon, but we all know better. For
several very obvious and apparent reasons, you have
been and will continue to be involved in a very
uniquely tragic case. In just a little while Judge Hall
will give you some verdict forms that have been
prepared. He’ll give you some instructions on how to
deliberate this case. After you’ve gotten those forms
and you’ve elected your foreperson and you’ve done
what you must do, you will sign those forms. I know
you are not going to take this duty lightly, and I know
what you will decide will be unanimous. I think that
what you will decide is that the State of Florida, Mr.
Hankinson and Mr. Guarisco, through them, has proved
its case against Joe Elton Nixon. I think you will find
that the State has proved beyond a reasonable doubt each
and every element of the crimes charged, first-degree
premeditated murder, kidnapping, robbery, and arson.
(Emphasis added).
Nixon was convicted and sentenced to death. His conviction was affirmed by the Supreme Court of Florida. Nixon v.
State, 572 So.2d 1336 (Fla. 1991). In a post-conviction petition
(Note: Florida has more remedies than just habeas corpus.),
Nixon argued that his lawyer’s comments were the equivalent
of a guilty plea by his lawyer. He claimed that he did not give
his lawyer consent to enter a guilty plea or to undertake a trial
strategy in which his guilt would be admitted. When he was
denied relief in the trial court, he appealed.
The Supreme Court of Florida recognized
... that Nixon was very disruptive and uncooperative
at trial. In light of this, as well as the overwhelming
evidence in this case, it has been suggested that the
strategy employed by Nixon’s trial counsel represented
Nixon’s best chance of receiving a life sentence, and,
therefore, counsel should not be faulted or deemed
ineffective. Indeed, counsel’s strategy may have been
in Nixon’s best interest. Nevertheless, the Supreme
Court has made it clear that the defendant, not the
attorney, is the captain of the ship.
Although the attorney can make some tactical
decisions, the ultimate choice as to which direction to
sail is left up to the defendant. The question is not
whether the route taken was correct; rather, the
question is whether Nixon approved of the course.
The Court remanded the case to the trial court with this
admonition: “[W]e conclude that Nixon’s claim must prevail
at the evidentiary hearing below if the testimony establishes
that there was not an affirmative, explicit acceptance by Nixon
of counsel’s strategy. Silent acquiescence is not enough.”
At the hearing on remand, the following testimony was adduced from Nixon’s lawyer at trial:

Q: [Nixon’s Post conviction Counsel] Did you
discuss the strategy of not contesting guilt with
the defendant?
A: [Corin] I thought I answered it. But if I didn’t
answer it, then yes, he was advised as to that, yes.
Q: And how did he respond?
A: To the best of my knowledge, again he did nothing,
except after it occurred that he was not real
pleased. And I think I answered that before also.
Q: Now what do you mean by he did nothing?
A: He did nothing. I don’t know. I don’t know what
else I can say, Mr. Evans. I have said it before.
Nixon’s lawyer further testified that Nixon provided neither
verbal nor nonverbal indication that he did or did not wish to
pursue counsel’s strategy of conceding guilt.
The trial court applied a totality of the circumstances standard in determining that Nixon affirmatively and explicitly
agreed to his lawyer’s strategy of conceding guilt to the charged
crime. On review, the Supreme Court of Florida noted: “In essence, the trial court found that Nixon’s failure to approve or
disapprove verbally was approval of counsel’s strategy.” Because
there was no competent, substantial evidence that established
Nixon affirmatively and explicitly agreed to his lawyer’s strategy, the Supreme Court of Florida reversed the trial court’s judgment denying relief and remanded for a new trial. The State of
Florida appealed and the case is now before the Supreme Court.
If this sounds like deja vu all over again, it is. The United
States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, sitting en banc,
came to a different conclusion in Haynes v. Cain, 298 F.3d 375
(5th Cir. 2002), finding no ineffective assistance of counsel and
denying Haynes’ relief. Haynes had been indicted in a Louisiana court for intentionally killing a woman during the course
of a rape and armed robbery. In his opening statement, Haynes’
lawyer conceded that his client had kidnapped, raped, and
robbed the woman; however, he contrasted the evidence concerning these facts with a lack of evidence regarding Haynes’
specific intent to kill the victim. At a bench conference, Haynes
told the judge:
I don’t agree with what these lawyers are doing, talking
about I’m guilty of second degree murder. I’m not
guilty of second degree or first degree. If that is the
way they are going to represent me, they need to jump
over there with the D.A.’s. They ain’t representing me.
Telling jurors that I’m guilty of second degree ain’t
trying to represent me in no kind of way. I disagree
with what they are doing.
Haynes then asked the court to appoint a new lawyer to defend him. The court refused. The jury convicted Haynes but
could not agree on either death or life as an appropriate judgment. Haynes was then sentenced by the court to life without
parole.

continued on page 33
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Interpretation of Blood
Spatter at Crime Scenes
Part II
By Louis L. Akin, LPI

There are three classifications of velocities of blood patterns with a
large undefined gap between the medium and high speed velocities. This
gap is a result of the velocity classifications having grown out of the
blood stains found at crime scenes which have limited causes i.e. gravitational pull, blunt instrument acceleration, and super high speed misting as a result of gun shot wounds. The velocity is that of the force causing the blood to move rather than of the speed of the blood itself, and it
is measured in feet per second (fps); high velocity blood, for instance,
may be caused by a bullet moving at 1800 fps.
Low Velocity
Low velocity stains are produced by an external force less than 5 fps
(normal gravity) and the stains are 3mm and larger. It is usually the
result of blood dripping from a person who is still, walking, or running,
and sometimes from cast-off (see Figure 2). Dripping blood often falls
at a 90 degree (see Figure 1) angle and forms a 360 degree stain when it
hits a flat perpendicular surface, depending on the texture of the surface. Spines can be caused by drops repeatedly landing in the same place,
by the distance the drop falls, or by the surface upon which the blood
lands.

Figure 1: Classic 90 degree angle blood drops caused by gravity. The spines were caused by the
relatively textured brown wrapping paper. Glass my have produced perfectly smooth edges.

Low velocity blood may also be found in the trail of a person who is
bleeding and larger pools of blood may indicate where the person paused.
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Arterial Spurts
Arterial blood graphically displays in squirted arcs the pumping of the left ventricle of the heart. As the ventricle contracts,
the blood is squirted out of the artery as is water from a water
pistol. It starts with a low pressure that increases then decreases
causing the arcing pulse that results in the distinctive blood
pattern. Arterial blood spatter does not lead far because the
bleeder looses blood volume quickly and goes into shock or
dies; although occasionally, victims have covered surprisingly
long distances while bleeding arterially.
Figure 2: Low velocity blood from the simulation of a bleeding person walking or
running. Note that the blood drops “point” in the direction of travel. The blood is from
cows and the surface is brown wrapping paper. These are classic angled drops with waves
and probably impacted the surface at roughly 60 degrees.

Medium Velocity
Medium blood spatter is produced by an external force of
greater than 5 fps and less than 25 fps. The stains generally
measure 1-3mm in size. They are often caused by blunt or sharp
force trauma, that is, knives, hatchets, clubs, fists, arterial spurts,
and sometimes cast-off.
Weapon Cast-Off
Weapon-cast off, or just plain cast-off blood is often found
at crime scenes where blunt or sharp instruments were used as
the weapons of attack. It is sometimes confused with arterial
spurts. Cast-off blood is flung off the weapon — an axe, knife,
club — as a result of centrifugal force as the weapon is swung
back over the attacker’s head. Cast off spatter tends to be oval
or elliptical in shape as the weapon is being swung through an
arc, but becomes more round as it strikes at a 90 degree angle
at top dead center over the attacker’s head. It may be classified
as low or medium velocity depending on the drop size. See photograph and Figure 3 below.

The arterial blood pattern may be confused with cast-off
blood patterns or obfuscated by layover patterns. The bleeder
may still be under attack while bleeding arterially and may sustain further bleeding wounds or may be bleeding from previous wounds. The arcs are commonly accompanied by bloody
hand prints and other forms of transfer blood such as swipe
and wipe. The bleeder may fall against the blood spatter and
smear the pattern (wipe) or smear blood from his or her body
or clothing onto the surface (swipe). These are but two forms
of transfer blood that may confuse the picture at crime scenes
and even worse in photographs of crime scenes.

Figure 4: The author simulates arterial spurting on brown wrapping paper. These spurts
were produced using a hypodermic and cow blood and; while this photograph shows the
arc pattern, the amount of blood from actual arterial spurts is usually greater and
messier. The arcs may staircase downward as the victim collapses to the floor.

Most medium velocity blood will be in the form of patterns
created by blood flying from a body to a surface as a result of
blunt and sharp trauma. It may be the result of a punch, stabbing, or a series of blows. In photograph, Figure 5, below the
author demonstrates how repeatedly punching a blood soaked
roll of paper towels can create medium velocity blood spatter
the way spatter may be around a person’s head in an actual beating.

Arch of knife showing
angles of cast-off blood.

Figure 3: Drawing of cast-off blood from the arc of a chopping or stabbing, or clubbing
motion. Note the 90 degree round spatter at the top-dead-center position over the
attacker’s head.

Figure 5: Medium velocity spatter as a result of punching a blood soaked roll of paper
towels.
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In the photograph below, Figure 6, the pattern can be seen
after the roll of towels was removed depicting the way blood
spatter leaves a void where the victim’s head was located during the beating. Such a void space may be created by anything
that blocks the blood from falling on the surface where it would
have landed. The object creating the void may be either the
victim or the attacker’s body or a piece of furniture that was
moved in order to stage the scene. Locard’s Principle of Exchange states that whenever two objects come into contact some
of the matter of each object is transferred to the other. Slightly
paraphrased by criminalists, Locard’s principle has become a
cardinal principle of crime scene analysis and reconstruction:
If a person enters a crime scene and leaves, he leaves something
of himself at the scene and takes something from the scene with
him. This is an accurate enough rephrasing of the principle to
be applied in criminalistics and especially at bloody crime
scenes. In many cases, the void is what the attacker leaves, and
the blood spatter that would have filled the void is what he, or
she, takes away from the scene.

Figure 7: The high velocity gun shot wound leaves a mist like appearance.

Figure 8: Beretta 9m Model 92F 3 inches from target.

Figure 6: Medium velocity blood void.

High Velocity
High velocity blood spatter is produced by an external force
greater than 100 fps and the stains tend to be less than 1mm.
The pattern is sometimes referred to as a mist (see Figure 7).
High velocity patterns are usually created by gunshots or explosives, but may also be caused by industrial machinery or
even expired air, coughing, or sneezing. In any case, the spatter
tends to be tiny drops propelled into the air by an explosive
force. The pattern my have a void in the middle where the
victim’s head blocked the deposit of blood spatter and this is
especially true in suicide cases, though by no means, is it restricted to suicides. High velocity droplets travel the least far
because of the resistance of the air against their small mass. In
gun shot wounds, the area contiguous to the wound may be
showered in a mist of blood spatter and may contain pieces of
tissue, but areas further away may not have any blood spatter
on them, or may only have tissue and blood that accompanied
it to the surface that it impacted. Explosions and airline or
train crashes leave the most complex blood patterns, but will
not be dealt with in this paper. Gun shot wounds, which are far
more common in a criminal case, will be covered.
Up to a distance of 18 to 24 inches (46 to 60cm) a handgun
will leave powder on the surface at which it was fired. Figures 8,
9, and 10 depict the differences in the soot and tattooing left by
a Beretta 9mm Model 92F at 3 inches, 6 inches, and 12 inches.
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Figure 9: Beretta 9m Model 92F 6 inches from target

Figure 10: Beretta 9m Model 92F 12 inches from target.

Is Blood Spatter Analysis a Science or an Art?
The term most commonly used to describe the process of
examining bloodstains at crime scenes for the purpose of determining what happened to who by whom is Blood Stain
Analysis. However, the procedure is far more akin to a tracker
reading trail signs than a hematologist working in a lab. The
analyst interprets the evidence at the scene, just as if it were
tracks in the sand. In fact, the analyst uses every item of evidence at the scene, as well as the autopsy reports, the police
reports, witness statements, and knowledge that he brings to
the scene himself such as knowledge about the dynamics of the
behavior of blood, knowledge of guns and ballistics, and knowledge of wounds to the human body. The analyst looks at the
evidence, and based on what he sees in the blood spatter patterns and other evidence, makes a pronouncement about what
he, or she, believes happened. Seen in this light, blood stain
analysis is more of an art than a science and is always open to
interpretation. 
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Louis L. Akin, LPI, is a licensed professional investigator with 23 years experience in investigation and
reconstruction. Akin designed and engineered the
On Scene Blood Spatter Calculator software that
automates recording and calculating blood spatter,
and authored the Field Manual for the Interpretation of Blood Spatter which gives a simplified stepby-step method of manually collecting, recording
and preserving blood spatter data at the scene. This
article explains how to do the calculations without
the software or manual. It is a little more daunting,
but still learnable.
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Photo of

the Month

Court of Criminal Appeal Judges recently met with
TCDLA president and staff to discuss grant issues.
Pictured: Seated: Judge Charles Holcomb
Standing (left to right): Judge Barbara Hervey, Judge Larry Meyers,
Judge Cathy Cochran, presiding Judge Sharon Keller,
Joseph Martinez, Cynthia Orr, and Philip Wischkaemper.
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APRIL 30, 2004

JULY 23, 2004

CDLP - A Day in the Life

CDLP - Communication with Juries

SUGAR LAND

HOUSTON

MAY 4-5, 2004

JULY 29-31, 2004

CDLP - Indigent Defense

TCDLA - President’s Retreat

EL PASO

RUIDOSO, NEW MEXICO

MAY 13-14, 2004

AUGUST 6, 2004

TCDLA - Mental Health Seminar

CDLP - A Day in the Life

HOUSTON

NACOGDOCHES

JUNE 17-19, 2004

AUGUST 6, 2004

CDLA - Rusty Duncan
Criminal Law Short Course

TCDLA - DWI
HOUSTON

SAN ANTONIO

AUGUST 20, 2004
JULY 2, 2004
TCDLA - DWI

CDLP - A Day in the Life
GEORGETOWN

TYLER

JULY 8-9, 2004

AUGUST 26-27, 2004

CDLP - Criminal Defense
Advocacy Training

TCDLA - Forensics
PLANO

SOUTH PADRE

JULY 22, 2004
CDLP - Training the Trainer
HOUSTON

AUGUST 26-27, 2004
TCDLA - Federal Law
HOUSTON

SCHEDULE AND DATES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT WWW.TCDLA.COM
FOR THE MOST UP TO DATE INFORMATION
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DEFENDING THE
“ACCIDENTAL FALL”
CHILD MURDER CASE
by Donald W. Dowd

When representing a client charged with the capital murder of a child under six in the state of Texas, the lawyer is faced with
a daunting task and an awesome responsibility. The task is daunting because, typically, the state has an autopsy report indicating
the cause of death of the child to be “blunt force trauma to the head”, and the manner of death to be “homicide.” The responsibility is great because, if convicted, the client will receive either the death penalty or a life sentence in prison with no possibility of
parole for forty years.1
On the other hand, even if the child did not perish, the client will still be looking at a possible life sentence, under a charge of
injury to a child.2 An array of medical experts may be prepared to testify against the client. They will usually say that, absent a
high-speed car crash or a fall from a two-story window, the injuries suffered by the child could not possibly have occurred in an
accidental manner. The client’s description of the accident is that the child suffered a short distance fall or a collision with a hard
object, such as another child or a toy, or a fall in a bathtub or from a bed or crib.3

A Plan To Win
In the initial interview, the attorney learns that the child fell a short distance, with the impact being severe enough to cause a
fatal or severe head injury. Although the explanation of the client is perfectly plausible, the state will likely present one or more
medical experts who will testify that the injuries could not possibly have resulted from a short distance fall or low speed impact.
The law enforcement officers investigating the case, who usually lack any formal medical training, will have to rely upon the
opinions of the various treating physicians, and in a death case, primarily upon the opinion of the forensic pathologist performing the autopsy on the child. Most medical experts will give the officers an opinion that the child’s injuries are not consistent with
a fall. The client then faces trial for the capital murder of a child under the age of six, or for some lesser included offense.4
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The attorney must then begin the long and laborious process of putting together a defense which will result in a verdict
of “not guilty”. Careful attention to detail, and an appropriate
defense team, will help to rebuff the upcoming assault by the
state on the innocent accused.
The case can be won by taking the following steps:
1. Find out enough about the facts and the client to
make an intelligent decision about the feasibility of
taking the case to trial.
2. File and successfully argue pre-trial motions that
are tailored to this type of case and that get the financial
help necessary to defend it properly.
3. Become steeped in the knowledge of the forensic
science and the medical aspects of the case, and learn
to speak and understand the medical and engineering
concepts critical to this type of case.
4. Seek funding from the court, when personal funds
are not available, to obtain the services of a good and
qualified forensic pathologist, a biomechanical
engineer, at least one licensed investigator, and cocounsel to help with the legal issues and the expert
testimony.
5. Use a repetitive theme in voir dire, opening
statement, and final argument specifically designed to
convince the jury that the government’s case is actually
built on speculation and conjecture of their experts,
who, though in good faith, are misinformed and not
really qualified to testify on the ultimate issue of
amount of force needed to produce the injury.
6. Characterize the state’s medical witnesses as
“misguided and overzealous”, rather than trying to
discredit them entirely with the jury. Show that they
are also victims of false impressions created in some
of the medical literature, and in the laws that require
them to report every case of suspected child abuse.
7. Build the direct case to rebut the medical evidence
offered by the state, and use the available medical
information that short distance falls can, and often
do, kill small children.
8. Use the biomechanical engineer’s testimony to
visually demonstrate that fact. Use a defense
pathologist to at least neutralize the opinion of the
state’s pathologist that this could not have been an
accident.
9. Use as many visual aids as possible to get across the
theme of the case to the jury and to help the experts
explain the science involved.
10. Prepare a thorough cross-exam of the state’s
medical experts by using research materials, written
by the experts who will testify for the government, and
tips from retained defense experts.
11. Spend more time than usual preparing the client
to testify. Get a buddy to do a “bad guy” cross
examination. Her testimony must be able to stand up
under intense cross examination. Do not assume that
she knows how to face that scrutiny.

Putting The Plan In Action
It is critically important to make a thorough investigation
of the facts. Begin the factual investigation by going to the “crime
scene” early, and by getting a very good idea of the physical
facts of the case, including the location of the fall, and the witnesses who were present. Have the client walk through the events
exactly as they happened. Take numerous photos of the scene.
Get as much background information on the child, the child’s
family, and the client as soon as possible, using an investigator
to gain valuable material. Have the investigator research the
criminal records and history of the state’s witnesses to determine impeachment possibilities.
Next, get ALL medical records on the child and pay particular attention to the ambulance run records. Get the autopsy
report and read over it at least three times. Try to get a doctor
to help with the terminology in the report. Look at the report
and determine the name of the pathologist who actually made
the examination. A practice exists for all pathologists in a large
city office to sign the report, when in actuality only one did the
exam and has any personal knowledge about it. The attorney
should insist that only the party doing the exam is qualified
under the law to testify.6 Make note of the length of time that it
took the pathologist to arrive at the conclusion that the case
was a homicide. If the doctor reached the conclusion immediately, one can argue that he rushed to judgment without making a proper and thorough investigation. Pay particular attention to the pathologist’s notes for conversations with law enforcement officers and investigators to see if he was unduly influenced by their version of the facts.
Look for consistency in the client’s statements to the ambulance drivers, to the ER doctors and nurses, to other witnesses,
and to the police. Get a copy of the 911 tape and listen to determine if the initial story is the same as that told later to the health
care providers, and at the time of initial interview with counsel. If the client has told a consistent and unified story throughout, a powerful argument exists for her innocence and lack of
fabrication. If the physical facts fit her story, the argument is
even more powerful. The gathering of all these facts will help
to set up the testimony of the defense experts that her story is
consistent from an engineering and medical point of view with
the physical facts that have been laid out to the jury.
The client is unlikely to have the kind of money it will take
to defend the case properly. Most pre-trial motions should
therefore be concerned with getting enough money and help
to defend the case.7 Without money, one cannot hope to win
the case. Without expensive expert testimony, one can never
hope to neutralize the testimony of the state’s experts. The lawyer must convince the trial judge that the law requires the appointment and payment of at least a biomechanical engineer, a
forensic pathologist, and an investigator.8 Argue and make the
judge understand that an adequate defense requires more than
the services of a forensic pathologist, or other medical witness,
because, even though the medical people think they are experts
on the amount of force that is required to produce certain types
of head injuries, in actuality, they are not. Only a qualified bio-
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mechanical engineer can make the jury understand the nature
and type of forces that are involved in a typical short distance
fall or minor collision, and only a biomechanical engineer is
really qualified to testify about how much force can be generated in the fall described by the client and the type of fracture
and injury which is likely to result from that force.9 The engineer can point out to the jury that the state’s witnesses, who are
usually all medical people, are not really qualified to give an
opinion on the amount of force needed to cause the injury, and
that they really have no idea about how much force is actually
generated by a fall from a two story window or a high speed
collision. The engineer can quantify that force for the jury and
show that, if in fact a child actually fell from a two story window or was involved in a high speed collision, his small little
head would be flattened like a pancake or completely and utterly destroyed. This is visually compelling rebuttal evidence to
that offered by the state to show how ridiculous and absurd is
the state’s position and how misguided the doctors are in their
good faith, but completely erroneous, opinion that there was
not enough force involved in the short distance fall described
by the client to result in this injury. One cannot usually fight this
type of case successfully by simply trying to rebut the state’s case
with the same type of medical expert witnesses that the state is
likely to use. The judge in pre-trial motions must be made to understand that the critical issue is the amount of force generated in
the fall. If the judge can be persuaded of that fact, he will be more
likely to fund the biomechanical expert testimony that is needed.
To add weight to your argument, attach a copy of Dr. Plunkett’s
article, or some similar article, to the motion for expert witness
fees.
As in all criminal cases, voir dire is a critical stage of the
case, probably even more than usual in this type of case. Here
one begins to develop a theme that the medical witnesses —
although sincere and capable — are misguided and wrong in
their belief that a fall of this nature could not have produced
these injuries. Get as much preliminary information about the
jury panel as possible. Ask the judge to propound a juror questionnaire prior to trial. The answers of the jurors will be invaluable, and should be used to identify those jurors who can
be challenged for cause. There will be many who have already
made up their minds that the client is guilty even before hearing a shred of evidence because of the nature of the case, and
they must be properly challenged. Older jurors, and especially
men, are preferred in this type of case. Younger female jurors
often have to leave small children with a child caretaker, fearing the worst that could happen to their children in their absence. These types of jurors are generally seen to hold the client
to a much higher standard than those who no longer have the
everyday worries of small children in the home.
The defense direct case has to emphasize the false impression that will be created by the state’s witnesses that short distance falls cannot cause deaths in children. In order to do this,
the defense attorney must become familiar with the available
medical literature on the subject. In this regard, a number of
articles exist in the medical literature that are helpful to the
defense.10 These articles clearly show that many persons are
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prosecuted throughout the U.S. based on the false impression
created by well-meaning experts that short distance falls do not
kill small children.11 In fact, as has been demonstrated in anecdotal studies and experimental studies, short distance falls can,
and often do, kill small children.
The order of witnesses is important. A better presentation
can be made by first calling a witness other than the client, if
one exists, to describe the accident. This strategy has several
advantages. The attorney can lay the factual predicate necessary for his expert witness testimony without subjecting his client to immediate intense cross-examination and thereby distracting the jury from the focus on the cause of the injury. If
there are no third party witnesses, it is suggested that one can
still call the experts first since the government will usually have
laid enough of a factual predicate to allow their testimony. The
client should testify, and should testify last so that her testimony of the accident fits hand in glove with the experts’ theory
of causation.
The defense pathologist should testify first to immediately
neutralize the testimony of the government pathologist, who
usually testifies last as the government’s strongest witness. Then
follows the testimony of the biomechanical engineer to illustrate, using visuals, that the government theory is just that, a
theory, and that will not stand up to close scrutiny. The lawyer
must work hard to make this testimony simple and understandable to the jury.
Cross-examination of government experts must be meticulously prepared in advance. This is very difficult work and requires a lot of time and effort for the cross-exam to go well.
Handle this with kid gloves. These witnesses will usually be
highly qualified and trained doctors who make their living saving the lives of small children. The jury is very sympathetic to
their work, and very impressed with their credentials. A frontal
attack on either their credentials or their opinion is doomed to
failure. Instead, the skilled cross-examiner will treat the witness with the courtesy and respect which the jury expects. Then,
after the jury understands that the lawyer is not going to try to
make them dislike the witness, the attorney begins his meticulous and skillful attack, not on the witness, but on his misguided
and inaccurate opinion in this particular case. This is done by
pointing out that there are numerous respected medical journals and articles which do not agree with his opinion that short
distance falls cannot kill small children. Point out any statements in articles authored by the witness that are not consistent with his present testimony. Look for questionable or unethical practices in his written material. Some pathologists will
actually publish autopsy photos of the victims in their works.
This should be promptly and clearly pointed out to the jury.
Finally, get your own experts to show you the weak points in
the testimony. If possible, try to get the trial judge to exclude
your experts from the Rule, so that they can hear the testimony.
Point out that the expert was taught that short distance falls
cannot kill, and that he has never conducted any independent
studies to verify that. Get him to admit that he is required by
law to report any suspected child abuse and that he can get into
a lot of trouble if he does not. Ask him whether he presumes

that child abuse has occurred when presented with a certain
type of injury, and whether it is up to the courts to sort out
who is guilty and who is not.
The client should be called last, and her testimony should
get right to the point. Ask the client, almost immediately, “Did
you kill little ____________?” Make her testimony short, direct, and to the point. Give the prosecutor as little to work with
as possible. If she has been properly prepared for cross-examination, she will be a very difficult witness for the government
and a compelling witness to the jury.

Conclusion
Few criminal cases are more difficult to defend than the
case where the client is accused of intentionally killing a child.
The sheer emotional impact which the charge brings with it
gives the government a huge advantage, and makes it very difficult for the lawyer to impanel a fair jury that will look at the
facts of the case. To overcome this obstacle, the attorney must
have a specific plan of action that is designed to win the case by
getting the needed funding for the case and the right kind of
expert testimony that must be presented to the fact finder. Thorough research of the facts and medical aspects of the case is
imperative, and thorough pre-trial preparation of the defense
case and cross-examination of the government experts, along
with preparation of the client for trial, are the keys to success.
Attack the opinion, and not the expert. Keep to the theme that
is repeated throughout the trial, which is that the client is also a
victim, a victim of an overzealous system designed to protect
children that teaches doctors to presume all persons to be guilty
of child abuse until they show themselves to be innocent. Show
the true lack of qualifications of the medical experts of the government to testify on the ultimate issue of amount of force necessary to produce certain types of injuries. 
Endnotes
1 Texas Penal Code, Section 19.03; Section 12.31; and Texas Government Code Section 508.145 (b) (must serve flat time, no credit for
good conduct time)
2 Texas Penal Code, Section 22.04; Section 12.32.
3 Plunkett, John. FATAL HEAD INJURIES WITH SHORT-DISTANCE
FALLS. Am J Forensic Med Pathol, Vol. 22, No. 1, March 2001. (Dr.
Plunkett’s article is essential reading for anyone defending this type of
case, and is a gold mine of information leading to other sources on the
subject. As Dr. Plunkett so eloquently puts it, “Every fall is a complex
event. There must be a biomechanical analysis for any incident in which
the severity of the injury appears to be inconsistent with the history.
The question is not “Can an infant or child be seriously injured or
killed form a short-distance fall?” but rather “If a child falls (x) meters
and strikes his or head on an unyielding surface, what will happen?”
4 See, e.g., the various lesser included offenses that are contained in Section 22.04, Penal Code. Recklessly causing bodily injury to a child is a
second degree felony under subsection (e), while causing bodily injury due to criminal negligence is a state jail felony under subsection
(g).
5 Another “must read” article is that written by A.K. Ommaya, W. Goldsmith, and L. Thibault, entitled “Biomechanics and neuropathology
of adult and paediatric head injury”, British Journal of Neurosurgery
2002; 16 (3): 220-242. In a survey of infants and youths with traumatic brain injury (TBI) conducted in 1994, falls were found to be the
leading cause of death in infants followed by motor vehicle crashes
and then by intentional injuries.

6

An appropriate motion filed under Rules 702, 703, and 705, Texas Rules
of Evidence, and Daubert v. Merrill Dow 113 S. Ct. 2786 (1993); and
Kelly v. State, 824 S. W. 2d. 568 (Tex.Crim.App. 1998) should ask the
trial court to closely scrutinize the credentials and bases of expert opinions. The complexity of this subject surpasses the scope of this article,
but its importance in this type of trial cannot be overemphasized.
7 Ake v. Oklahoma, 470 U.S. 68 (1985) held that the defendant may make
an ex parte showing to the court of her need for expert assistance to
meet due process requirements. If possible, attach a letter from the
expert whom you hope to obtain setting out the areas in which he can
assist the client.
8 Id.
9 Dr. John Lennox, Design Excellence, Inc., 435 Isom Rd., Suite 224, San
Antonio, Tx. 78216, (210) 342-5596, is an excellent example of a qualified biomechanical engineer, holding degrees in both medicine and
engineering. An expert in this area needs to have impressive credentials, and should have done studies and written on the subject of falls
by children, and the mechanics involved in resultant injuries.
10 In addition to the Plunkett and Ommaya articles cited above, other
treatises worth reading include a series written by Duhaime, A.C. See
e.g., “Head injury in very young children; mechanisms, injury types,
and ophthalmologic findings in 100 hospitalized patients younger than
2 years of age”, Pediatrics 1993; 90 (2 Pt 1): 179-85. An extremely valuable study that is helpful to the defense is one conducted by the German scientist W. Weber, who actually dropped cadavers from various
heights to the floor to determine the nature and types of injuries that
would result. His findings are published in German at Weber W., “Experimental studies of skull fractures in infants”. Z Rechtsmed 1984;
92: 87-94.
11 This problem also exists even outside the United States, because of
lack of consensus in the medical community. In a study by Eva Lai
Wah Fung, Rita Yn Tz Sung, Edmund Anthony Severn Nelson, and
Wai Sang Poon, of the Departments of Pediatrics and Surgery at Prince
of Wales Hospital, the Chinese University of Hong Kong, the authors
reach the following conclusion: “Despite a magnitude of opinion to
the contrary, the issue of whether “trivial” head injury can cause subdural hemorrhages and/or retinal hemorrhages is yet unresolved.
Clearly much more information on this very sensitive and serious issue is required and these data should be collected with an open mind.”
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was assistant district attorney for Texarkana from 1974
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continued from page 7
Endnotes
1 Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436, 86 S.Ct. 1602, 16 L.Ed.2d 694 (1966).
2 Weeks v. United States, 232 U.S. 383, 34 S.Ct. 341, 58 L.Ed. 652 (1914).
3 Irvine v. People, 347 U.S. 128, 74 S.Ct. 381, 98 L.Ed. 561 (1954)(state
police illegally entered home on numerous occasions to install listening devices without any warrant).
4 Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643, 81 S.Ct. 1684, 62 L.Ed.wdc 1081 (1961).
5 Jones v. United States, 362 U.S. 257, 80 S.Ct. 725, 4 L.Ed.2d 627 (1960).
6 “Kent, Ohio, May 4- A large handwritten sign was taped on the
boarded-up window of a laundry on Main St. today. It was reminiscent of the ‘soul brother’ notices, which went up during racial disorders of a few years ago in the hope of averting shattered windows. But
this sign said ‘Peace’. And there was peace in this little northeastern
Ohio town tonight where a few hours earlier four persons had been
killed in a clash between students and National Guardsmen of the campus of Kent State University. The sun was still high in the sky late this
afternoon, but Kent`s narrow tree-lined streets were deserted, stores
and supermarkets were closed and a huge 1,000 car shopping center
was empty, though large neon signs kept blinking. Cars moving along
Main Street- U.S. Highway 59 as it runs through Kent-encountered
numerous roadblocks manned by edgy guardsmen or police. At one
point a young soldier pointed his army .45 squarely at the temple of a
bearded newsman stopped in a car. ‘Well, with that beard, you can`t
tell who you are’, the soldier murmured.” Rifles and Roadblocks Enforce Peace in Kent, Richard Oliver, New York Daily News, May 5, 1970.
“ Guest Editorial By Vice President Agnew, speaking at a recent GOP
fund-raising dinner in Florida: Next time a mob of students waiving
their non-negotiable demands starts pitching bricks and rocks... just
imagine they’re wearing [Adolf Hitler Storm Trooper] brown shirts
or [Ku Klux Klan] white sheets – and act accordingly. `” New York
Daily News, Tuesday, May 5, 1970 page 43.
7 United States v. Leon, 468 U.S. 897, 104 S.Ct. 3405, 82 L.Ed.2d 677
(1984).
8 Franks v. Delaware, 438 U.S. 154, 98 S.Ct. 2674, 57 L.Ed.2d 667 (1978).
9 Edwards v. Arizona, 451 U.S. 477, 101 S.Ct. 1880, 68 L.Ed2d 378 (1981);
Davis v. United States, 512 U.S. 452, 114 S.Ct. 2350, 129 L.Ed.2d 362
(1994).
10 McNeil v. Wisconsin, 501 U.S. 171, 111 S.Ct. 2204, 115 L.Ed.2d 158
(1991); Texas v. Cobb, 532 U.S. 162, 121 S.Ct. 1335, 149 L.Ed.2d 321
(2001).
11 United States v. Salvucci, 448 U.S. 83, 100 S.Ct. 2547, 65 L.Ed.2d 619
(1980).
12 Maryland v. Pringle, 124 S.Ct. 795 (2003)[probable cause to believe
that drugs in glove compartment extends to all occupants of vehicle].
13 Arkansas v. Sanders, 442 U.S. 753, 99 S.Ct. 2586, 61 L.Ed.2d 235 (1979);
Robbins v. California, 453 U.S. 420, 101 S.Ct. 284, 696 L.Ed.2d 744
(1981)-both reversed.
14 Wyoming v. Houghton, 526 U.S. 295, 119 S.Ct. 1297, 143 L.Ed.2d 408
(1999); California v. Acevedo, 500 U.S. 565, 111 S.Ct. 1982, 114 L.Ed.2d
619 (1991).
15 Alabama v. White, 496 U.S. 325, 110 S.Ct. 2412, 110 L.Ed.2d 301 (1990).
16 Arizona v. Youngblood, 488 U.S. 51, 109 S.Ct. 333, 102 L.Ed.2d 281
(1988).
17 Arizona v. Fulminante, 499 U.S. 279, 111 S.Ct. 1246, 113 L.Ed.2d 302
(1991).
18 Illinois v. Rodriguez, 497 U.S. 177, 110 S.Ct. 2793, 111 L.Ed.2d 148
(1990).
19 Riverside v. McLaughlin, 500 U.S. 44, 111 S.Ct. 1661, 114 L.Ed2d 49
(1991).
20 American Insurance Association v. Garamendi, 123 S.Ct. 2374, 156
L.Ed.2d 376 (2003).
21 Wiggins v. Smith, 123 S.Ct. 2527, 156 L.Ed.2d 471 (2003).
22 Groh v. Ramirez, 02-811 (February 24, 2004).
23 Illinois v. Lidster, 124 S.Ct. 885 (2004).
24 Banks v. Dretke, 02-8286 (February 24, 2004).
25 Crawford v. Washington, 02-9410 (March 8, 2004)(overruling Ohio v.
Roberts, 448 U.S. 56, 100 S.Ct. 2531, 65 L.Ed.2d 597 (1980)).
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The Impact of HIPAA
on Criminal Law Practice
by John M. Economidy

The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA)1 can impact the practice of criminal law by creating requirements that defense attorneys and prosecutors must satisfy to obtain medical records.
HIPAA directed the Secretary of Health and Human Services to create regulations to protect a patient’s privacy in medical
records.2 These regulations preempt state law.3 The Secretary promulgated final regulations on February 13, 2001, and these
regulations became effective on April 14, 2003. 45 C.F.R. 534 (2003).4

Defense Perspective
The primary regulation for disclosure of medical records in litigation is found at 45 C.F.R. §164.512(e)(2003).5 Disclosure is
permitted in either a court or an administrative hearing. Section 164.512(e) permits disclosure in two cases:
1. By order of a court or administrative tribunal provided the health care entity discloses only the protected health
information “expressly authorized” by an order of the court or administrative tribunal;6 or
2. In response to a subpoena or discovery request or other lawful process that is not accompanied by an order of a
court or administrative tribunal if certain requirements are met.7
The regulations provide the following requirements:

The requesting attorney gives the health care entity a “satisfactory assurance” that the attorney made “reasonable
efforts ... to ensure that the [patient] has been given notice of the request.8 This requirement is met if the attorney
provides written notice to the patient, and this notice provides sufficient information about the litigation or
proceeding to permit the patient to raise an objection to the process at the court or administrative tribunal and the
time for the individual to raise objections has elapsed without objections being filed or were filed and were resolved
in the attorney’s favor.9

The alternative requirement is that the requesting attorney gives the health care entity a “satisfactory assurance”
that the attorney made “reasonable efforts” to secure a protective order as defined in the regulation.10
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The full impact of these provisions for defense attorneys is
unclear. Clearly, the requirements can be met by providing an
authorization from the patient.11 Obtaining such an authorization from a patient victim is not an impossible task, but the
easier course of action in all events may be to set the matter for
hearing, give notice to the district attorney and the patient; and
then obtain a court order to get the patient records.

curred by a person other than the victim, and (2) such information is not intended to be used against the victim.20
The two requirements that must be met are that disclosure
is in the best interests of the individual as determined by the
health care provider, and law enforcement represents that immediate enforcement activity would be materially and adversely
affected by delay awaiting consent of the patient.

Law Enforcement Perspective

4. Decedents. Health providers can inform law enforcement
that a patient has died to alert police that there is a suspicion
that death resulted from suspected criminal activity.21

The HIPAA regulations also have standards for disclosure
of medical records for law enforcement purposes.12 Medical
records can be disclosed for a law enforcement purpose if the
conditions of six possible situations are met.
1. Legal Process and Requirements. The first permissible disclosure for law enforcement is pursuant to process as otherwise permitted by law. One area where records can be disclosed
is when state law requires the reporting of certain wounds or
other physical injuries (e.g. gunshot wounds).13 Protected medical records also can be produced in response to a court order,
court-ordered warrant, or a subpoena or summons issued by a
judicial officer, a grand jury subpoena; or an administrative
request.14 In each case where these categories of legal process
are used, the sought information must be relevant and material to a legitimate law enforcement inquiry; the request must
be specific and limited in scope to the extent reasonably practicable in light of the purpose for which the information is sought;
and “de-identified” information could not reasonably be used.15
2. Identification and Location Purpose. Law enforcement
can gain information calculated to identify or locate a suspect,
fugitive, material witness, or missing person, but that information is limited to name and address, date and place of birth,
social security number, blood type and rh factor, type of injury,
date and time of treatment, date and time of death, and physical characteristics (e.g. height, weight, gender, race, hair and
eye color, hair, scars, and tattoos).16
The regulation specifically bars disclosure under this provision of information related to the individual’s DNA or DNA
analysis, dental records, or typing, samples or analysis of bodily
fluids and tissues.17 This restriction would preclude disclosure
under this provision of a suspected drunk driver’s blood and
its analysis for alcohol content, which could be obtained under
other provisions (e.g. search warrant, grand jury subpoena,
court order).
3. Crime Victims. Except as otherwise permitted,18 medical
records may be disclosed in response to a law enforcement
official’s request for such information on a patient “who is or is
suspected of being a crime victim.” Disclosure is permitted in
two situations provided two requirements are met. The first
situation is when the patient-victim consents to the disclosure.
If the medical entity is unable to obtain the patient’s agreement19 because of incapacitation or other emergency situation,
then the law enforcement official must represent that (1) the
information is needed to determine if a violation of law oc-

5. Crime on Premises. Health providers may report medical
information to law enforcement that the health care provider
believes in good faith constitutes evidence of criminal activity
that occurred on the premises of the health provider.22
6. Reporting Crime in Emergencies. Finally, health care providers providing emergency health care in response to a medical
emergency, other than one on the premises, may disclose medical information to law enforcement if disclosure appears necessary to alert police to the commission and nature of a crime,
the location of the crime or the victim, and the identity, description, and location of the perpetrator of the crime.23
Protected health information can be provided to a coroner
or medical examiner to identify a deceased person, determine
a cause of death, or perform other duties as authorized by law.24

Litigation Minefield
No doubt, the regulatory requirements of privacy of patient
medical records will provide a fertile field for litigation.25 The
best course of action for both prosecution and defense attorneys will be to comport with the requirements of the federal
regulations. 
(NOTE: Motion of the Month for this issue pertains to HIPPA:
Motion for HIPPA Order for Medical Records and Court Order
on Medical Records Under HIPPA. See pages 30-32.)
Endnotes
1 Pub. L. No. 104-191, 110 Stat. 1936 (1996). Provisions concerning privacy of patient medical information are codified at 42 U.S.C.A. §§
1320d et seq. (2003).
2 42 U.S.C.A. §1320d-1(d) & 1320d-2(e)(1)(2003).
3 42 U.S.C.A. §1320d-7(a)(2003) and 45 C.F.R. § 160.203 (2003) state
that HIPAA standards and requirements that are contrary to state law
preempt state law. Exceptions are in § 160.203(a) - (d). States are free
to enact more protective statutes but HIPAA sets a minimum floor.
The preemption issue is a growing area for litigation: United States ex
rel Stewart v. The Louisiana Clinic, 2002 WL 31819130 (E.D. La.);In re
PPA Litigation, 2003 WL 22203734 (N.J. Sup. Court 2003). Recent Texas
cases analyzing when federal legislation preempt Texas law under the
Supremacy Clause include Delta Air Lines, Inc. v. Black, 116 S.W.3d
745 (Tex. 2003) and Great Dane Trailers, Inc. v. Estate of Wells, 52 S.W.3d
737 (Tex. 2001).
4 As of this writing, the full volume for 45 C.F.R. for CY 2004 has not yet
been published.
5 The Code of Federal Regulations can be accessed on the internet at
<http://www.gpoaccess.gov/cfr/index.html> (Use “Retrieve by CFR Ci-
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tation”) or <http://www.texmed.org/pmt/hipaa/regulations.asp.>
(Texas Medical Association webpage).
45 C.F.R. §164.512(e)(1)(i)(2003).
45 C.F.R. §164.512(e)(1)(ii)(2003).
45 C.F.R. §164.512(e)(1)(ii)(A)(2003).
45 C.F.R. §164.512(e)(1)(iii)(A), (B), and (C)(2003).
45 C.F.R. §164.512(e)(1)(ii)(B)(2003).
Authorizations should meet the standards in 45 C.F.R. §164.508 (2003).
The author’s review of an authorization for examination of a child
victim at a local children’s advocacy center, created under Texas Family Code §§264.401 et seq., showed noncompliance with authorization standards in § 164.508. Such authorizations should give a patient
the right to revoke the authorization, which a family victim in an abuse
case may wish to do. The impact of this provision is widespread beyond the practice of criminal law: e.g., medical records for personal
injury cases and health care durable powers of attorney under Tex.
Health & Safety Code § 135.016.
45 C.F.R. §164.512(f)(2003).
45 C.F.R. §164.512(f)(1)(i)(2003). Tex. Health & Safety Code § 161.041
requires physicians to report treatment of a gunshot wound. The Texas
Medical Association has advised its members that HIPAA permits physicians to report suspected child abuse. <http://www.texmed.org.pmt/
etips/hippa_childabuse.asp.>
45 C.F.R. §164.512(f)(1)(ii)(2003).
45 C.F.R. §164.512(f)(1)(ii)(C)(1) - (3)(2003).
45 C.F.R. §164.512(f)(2)(2003).
45 C.F.R. §164.512(f)(2)(ii)(2003).
E.g., warrant or grand jury subpoena.
The regulation places the responsibility for obtaining the consent on
the medical provider, not on law enforcement.
45 C.F.R. §164.512(f)(3)(2003).
45 C.F.R. §164.512(f)(4)(2003).
45 C.F.R. §164.512(f)(5)(2003).
45 C.F.R. §164.512(f)(6)(2003).
45 C.F.R. §164.512(g)(2003).
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25 In Tapp v. State, 108 S.W.3d 459 (Tex. App.—Houston [14th Dist.] 2003),
defense counsel in a driving while intoxicated case attempted to suppress his client’s blood test results under Tex. Code Crim. P. art. 38.23
because the grand jury did not comply with HIPAA regulations. The
appeal failed because compliance with the regulations was not required
at the time. HIPAA does not give patients a private cause of action for
violations. HIPAA violators can be prosecuted. 42 U.S.C.A. §§1320d-5
& 1320d-6 (2003).
San Antonio attorney John M.
Economidy has practiced law for 30 years and
is board certified in criminal law by the Texas
Board of Legal Specialization. He received
bachelor’s degrees in journalism and government from The University of Texas at Austin,
where he was Editor-in-Chief of The Daily
Texan, and his law degree from Texas Tech
University School of Law.

Existing Service:
To receive a 15% discount off your monthly charge on existing
Sprint PCS Service, e-mail: aschre02@sprintspectrum.com.
It will take 1-2 billing cycles to be applied. This will change your
monthly billing cycle to the 17th through the 16th of the month
when it is applied.

New Service Only:
E-mail Steven Morales at smora@sprintspectrum.com
or telephone at 512-344-4291.

Existing Customers:
Existing customers wanting to change plans must be done through
customer service at 1-888-788-4727. They will explain all options
available depending on your current service and agreements.
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ARTICLE VI - BOARD OF DIRECTORS

ARTICLE VI – BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Sec. 1. Powers, Membership, and Terms.

Sec. 1. Powers, Membership, and Terms.

(a)

The business and affairs of the
Association shall be managed by a Board
of Directors. The Board of Directors shall
consist of the elected officers of the
Association, the Immediate Past
President of the Association, the past
presidents of the Association, the editor
of the VOICE for the Defense, the editor
of the Significant Decisions Report,
thirty-six (36) directors, and twelve (12)
associate directors. Each past president
of the Association is a member of the
Board of Directors, provided said past
president is a member in good standing.
The editors of the VOICE for the Defense
and Significant Decisions Report shall
serve as members of the Board of
Directors during their tenure as editors.
Directors shall be elected for terms of
three (3) years. Associate directors shall
be elected for terms of one (1) year.

ARTICLE III - MEMBERSHIP
Sec. 11. Membership Areas.
The following are the membership
areas of this association; 1 - Panhandle;
2 - West Texas; 3 - North Texas;
4 -East Texas; 5 - Gulf Coast;
6 - South Texas; 7 - South Central
Texas; 8 - Central Texas.

(d)

The business and affairs of the
Association shall be managed by a Board
of Directors. The Board of Directors shall
consist of the elected officers of the
Association, the Immediate Past
President of the Association, the past
presidents of the Association, the editor of
the VOICE for the Defense, the editor of
the Significant Decisions Report, fortytwo (42) directors, and sixteen (16)
associate directors. Each past president
of the Association is a member of the
Board of Directors, provided said past
president is a member in good standing.
The editors of the VOICE for the Defense
and Significant Decisions Report shall
serve as members of the Board of
Directors during their tenure as editors.
Directors shall be elected for terms of
three (3) years. Associate directors shall
be elected for terms of one (1) year.

ARTICLE III - MEMBERSHIP
Sec. 11. Membership Areas.
The following are the membership
areas of this association; 1 - West Texas;
2 - Permian Basin; 3 - Panhandle;
4 - North Texas; 5 - Tarrant County;
6 - Dallas County; 7 - Northeast Texas;
8 - Central Texas; 9 - Travis County;
10 - Bexar County; 11 - South Central
Texas; 12 - South Texas; 13 - Gulf
Coast; 14 - Harris County.
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2004-CR-XXXX
STATE OF TEXAS

§
§
§
§
§

V.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

IN THE DISTRICT COURT
175TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
BEXAR COUNTY, TEXAS

MOTION FOR HIPAA ORDER FOR MEDICAL RECORDS
TO THE HONORABLE DISTRICT JUDGE:
Defendant moves for an order to permit the prosecution and the defense to obtain medical records
on complainant XXXX for use in the above styled and numbered case as follows:
1. This request is made in light of statutory and regulatory requirements of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), Pub. L. No. 104-191, 110 Stat. 1936 (1996). A portion of HIPAA
mandated privacy of medical records. 42 U.S.C.A. §§1320d et seq. (2003). HIPAA directed the Secretary of
Health and Human Services to create regulations to protect a patient’s privacy in medical records. 42 U.S.C.A.
§1320d-1(d) & 1320d-2(e)(1)(2003). These regulations preempt state law. 42 U.S.C.A. §1320d-7(a)(2003)
and 45 C.F.R. §160.203 (2003). The Secretary promulgated final regulations on February 13, 2001, and these
regulations became effective on April 14, 2003. 45 C.F.R. 534 (2003). The primary regulation for disclosure of
medical records in litigation is found at 45 C.F.R. §164.512(e)(2003). Disclosure is permitted in either a court
or an administrative hearing. Section 164.512(e) permits disclosure. A judge can issue an order permitting a
medical official to disclose medical records. 45 C.F.R. §164.512(e)(1)(i)(2003). Merely issuing a subpoena for
records will not authorize release of the medical records unless the patient provides written authorization, the
court issues an order, or unless the requesting individual can satisfy certain requirements.
2. To comply with HIPAA, Defendant moves for a restrictive order from the court to permit both prosecution and defense to obtain such medical records of the complainant.
3. Defense counsel has talked with the minor complainant’s mother and has identified at least one physician and a psychologist who have provided health care for the child during the time of the complaint. Medical
and psychological evaluations in a sexual assault case are always relevant evidence.
Accordingly, defendant moves for a HIPAA order from the court.
Respectfully submitted,

JOHN M. ECONOMIDY
State Bar of Texas 06404500
Law Office of John M. Economidy
Attorney for Defendant
6812 Bandera, Suite 204
San Antonio, Texas 78238
(210) 521-7843
FAX: (210) 520-8002
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify a copy of this notice to disclose was hand-delivered to the Attorney for the State on
_____________________.
I certify a copy of this notice was mailed to complainant and her parent
at XXXX on ____________________.
JOHN M. ECONOMIDY
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2004-CR-XXXX
STATE OF TEXAS
V.
XXXXX

§
§
§
§
§

IN THE DISTRICT COURT
175TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
BEXAR COUNTY, TEXAS

COURT ORDER ON MEDICAL RECORDS UNDER HIPAA
(Patient xxxxxx, DOB xxxxx, 19xx)
On this day, the Court considered the motion to secure medical records of the complainant in the
above styled and numbered cause under the medical records privacy provisions of the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), Pub. L. No. 104-191, 110 Stat. 1936 (1996), 42 U.S.C.A.
§§1320d et seq. (2003), and its implementing regulations. 45 C.F.R. §164.512(e)(2003). The Court finds
the motion meritorious, and the Court enters the following order:
Pursuant to the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), Pub. L. No.
104-191, 110 Stat. 1936 (1996), 42 U.S.C.A. §§1320d et seq. (2003), and its implementing regulations, 45
C.F.R. §164.512(e)(2003), IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that any health care provider of XXXXXX, DOB
xxxxx, may produce medical and psychological records on xxxx and may discuss medical and psychological health care matters on xxxx subject to the following conditions:
The records and the conversations may only be released to:
-Attorneys, paralegals, advocates, and investigators of the Bexar County District Attorney’s
Office, or any expert witness retained by these individuals.
-John M. Economidy, attorney at law, or any expert witness retained by this attorney.
-In open court and trial in the case of State of Texas v. xxxxxx, cause number 2004-CR-xxxx,
175th District Court, in the record of trial, and in any appeal documents.
-The records may only cover the time period of xxxxx to the time of trial.
-All medical and psychological records filed with the court by business record affidavit under
Texas Rule of Evidence 901(10) shall be filed under seal.
-As to the health care provider, this order and authorization shall expire either on the date the
trial in the xxxxx case ends or December 31, 2004, whichever event is earliest.
-This order does not preclude the patient from granting authorizations in excess of the limitations of this court order.

THE COURT FURTHER ORDERS THE FOLLOWING LIMITATIONS:
-The prosecuting and defense attorneys shall not release or disclose the contents of complainant’s
medical and psychiatric records and information to any third individual, including the press or
media, other than a consulting or testifying lay or expert witness, unless there is further order of
the court provided only after notice to the patient and a hearing.
-Consulting or testifying lay or expert witnesses shall neither copy these medical and psychiatric
records nor disclose the records or the contents of the records to a third individual.
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-The prosecuting and defense attorneys shall recover all copies of the patient’s medical and psychiatric records from any consulting or testifying lay or expert witness.
-The prosecuting and defense attorneys shall surrender to the court all copies of the patient’s
medical and psychiatric records for destruction after the trial and all appeals, if any,
are completed.
SIGNED AND ORDERED ENTERED this _____ day of __________, 2004.

_______________________________________
Judge Presiding
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continued from page 13

After exhausting his direct appeals, Haynes began the state
habeas process. The Louisiana Court of Appeals eventually
denied relief, finding that Haynes’ lawyer’s partial concession was part of a valid trial strategy which resulted in avoiding the death penalty. State v. Haynes, 662 So.2d 849
(La.Ct.App. 1995).
Haynes sought federal habeas relief and was successful
in the district court where the court concluded his lawyer’s
partial concession of guilt constituted a constructive denial
of counsel. A panel of the Circuit affirmed the district court’s
decision. In its en banc review, the Court took away Haynes’
victory:
Because Haynes filed his habeas petition on July
12, 1999, our review is governed by AEDPA. See
Lindh v. Murphy, 521 U.S. 320, 326-27, 117 S.Ct.
2059, 138 L.Ed.2d 481 (1997). Under AEDPA, we
must defer to the state habeas court unless its
decision ‘was contrary to, or involved an
unreasonable application of clearly established
Federal law, as determined by the Supreme Court
of the United States.’ 28 U.S.C. §2254(d)(1).
Because the district court failed to conduct its
review under AEDPA, instead applying the
Supreme Court’s precedent de novo, it violated
AEDPA’s dictate that federal district courts should
defer to state habeas court decisions unless their
adjudication is either ‘contrary to,’ or an
‘unreasonable application’ of, clearly established
Supreme Court precedent. Williams v. Taylor, 529
U.S. 362, 404-405, 120 S.Ct. 1495, 146 L.Ed.2d 389
(2000).

whether he wanted his counsel to concede guilt
on a lesser charge. Haynes informed trial counsel
that he wanted a defense that contested both
second degree and first degree murder. They
refused to provide such a defense. As I see it, trial
counsel did not have the authority to make that
decision.
Because Haynes’ lawyers refused to provide the
‘actual innocence’ defense demanded by their
client, the trial judge should have appointed new
counsel who would follow Haynes’ decision to
contest all criminal charges. The failure to do so
violated Haynes’ constitutional rights. The state
court’s determination that Haynes’
constitutional rights were not violated was
contrary to clearly established federal law, as
determined by the United States Supreme Court.
See 28 U.S.C. §2254(d)(1).
Unfortunately that was from his dissent. My
preditionThe Supreme Court is going to say that it is the
client who controls trial strategy. Between now and the
time that the Court hands down its decision, we should
be careful to document that we have our client’s approval
if we believe that a concession of guilt is in our client’s
best interest. 

Adopting the language of the Louisiana Court of Appeals,
the Court determined:
In sum, this is not a situation in which Haynes’
attorneys abandoned their client. Instead, they
continued to represent him throughout the course
of the trial, adopting a strategy which in their
judgment accorded Haynes the best opportunity
for a favorable outcome. Ultimately, their strategy
proved effective in avoiding the death penalty for
their client.
After crossing that hurdle, the Court concluded that the
decision of the Louisiana Court of Appeals was not “contrary” to the governing federal law and reversed the district
court’s grant of a writ of habeas corpus.
As was not uncommon during his years of distinguished
service on the Court, now retired Judge Parker got it right:
... Haynes had the constitutional right to decide
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SUPREME COURT
CASE REVERSED BECAUSE STATE WITHHELD BRADY MATERIAL: BANKS v.
DRETKE, DIRECTOR, TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE, CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS DIVISION, No. 02-8286, Cert to the Fifth Circuit (unpublished
– 48 Fed. Appx. 104), Reversed and Remanded, 2/24/04; Opinion: Ginsberg.
Procedural History
State Court Proceedings: Prior to Banks’ capital murder trial, the state advised defense
counsel that, without necessity of motions, the state would provide Banks with all discovery to which he was entitled. Nevertheless, the state withheld evidence that would have
allowed Banks to discredit two essential prosecution witnesses, Farr and Cook, in violation
of Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83, 87 (prosecution’s suppression of evidence requested by
and favorable to an accused violates due process where evidence is material to either guilt
or punishment, irrespective of the prosecution’s good or bad faith). Through Banks’ direct
appeal, the state continued to suppress these states witnesses’ links to police. In a 1992 state
writ, Banks alleged for the first time that the prosecution knowingly failed to turn over
exculpatory evidence that would have revealed Farr as a police informant and Banks’ arrest
as a “set-up.” Banks also alleged that during the guilt phase, the state deliberately withheld
information of a deal prosecutors made with Cook, which would have been critical to the
jury’s assessment of Cook’s credibility. The state denied Banks’ allegations, and the Court of
Criminal Appeals rejected his claims in a one-page per curiam order.
Federal District Court Proceedings: In 1996, Banks filed this federal writ, alleging the
state had withheld material exculpatory evidence revealing Farr to be a police informant
and Banks’ arrest as a “set-up.” Banks further alleged the state had concealed Cook’s incentive to testify in a manner favorable to the prosecution. After a hearing the Magistrate Judge
recommended relief with respect to the death sentence based on the state’s failure to disclose Farr’s informant status, but did not recommend disturbing the guilt-phase verdict,
concluding in this regard that Banks had not properly pled a Brady claim based on a September 1980 Cook interrogation transcript. The District Court adopted the Magistrate
Judge’s report and rejected Banks’ argument that the Cook transcript claim be treated as if
raised in the pleadings, under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 15(b).
Fifth Circuit Proceedings: Court reversed the grant of relief. Although recognizing that,
prior to federal habeas proceedings, the prosecution had suppressed Farr’s informant status, the Fifth Circuit nonetheless concluded that Banks did not act diligently to develop the
facts underpinning his Farr Brady claim when he pursued his 1992 state writ. That lack of
diligence rendered the evidence uncovered in the federal habeas proceeding procedurally

Cynthia hampton

Mike Charlton
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barred. Fifth Circuit also ruled Farr’s status as an informant
was not “material” for Brady purposes because Banks had impeached Farr at trial by bringing out that he had been an unreliable police informant in Arkansas, and because much of Farr’s
testimony was corroborated by other witnesses, including Banks
himself, who had acknowledged his willingness to get a gun for
Farr’s use in robberies. Fifth Circuit denied a COA on Banks’
Cook Brady claim, rejecting his assertion that, because that claim
had been aired by implied consent, Rule 15(b) required it to be
treated as if raised in the pleadings.
HELD: The Fifth Circuit erred in dismissing Banks’
FarrBrady claim and denying him a certificate of appealability on his Cook Brady claim. When police or prosecutors conceal significant exculpatory or impeaching material in the
State’s possession, it is ordinarily incumbent on the State to
set the record straight.
(a) Both of Banks’s Brady claims arose under the regime in
place prior to the Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty
Act of 1996 (AEDPA).
(b) Banks’s Farr Brady claim, as it trains on his death sentence, is not barred. All three elements of a Brady claim are
satisfied as to the suppression of Farr’s informant status and its
bearing on the reliability of the jury’s verdict regarding punishment. Because Banks has also demonstrated cause and prejudice, he is not precluded from gaining federal habeas relief by
his failure to produce evidence in anterior state-court proceedings.
(1) Pre-AEDPA habeas law required Banks to exhaust
available state-court remedies in order to pursue
federal-court relief. See, e.g., Rose v. Lundy, 455 U.S.
509. Banks satisfied this requirement by alleging in
his 1992 state writ that the prosecution knowingly
failed to turn over exculpatory evidence about Farr.
Banks, however, failed to produce evidence in state
court establishing that Farr had served as Deputy
Sheriff Huff ’s informant. In the federal habeas forum,
Banks must show that he was not thereby barred from
producing evidence to substantiate his Farr Brady
claim. Farr’s paid informant status plainly qualifies as
evidence advantageous to Banks. Cause and prejudice
in this case parallel the second and third of the three
Brady components. Corresponding to the second
Brady element — that the state suppressed the
evidence at issue — a petitioner shows cause when
the reason for the failure to develop facts in state-court
proceedings was the state’s suppression of the relevant
evidence. Coincident with the third Brady component
— that prejudice ensued — prejudice within the
compass of the “cause and prejudice” requirement
exists when suppressed evidence is “material” for Brady
purposes. Id. Thus, if Banks succeeds in demonstrating
cause and prejudice, he will also succeed in establishing
the essential elements of his Farr Brady claim.
(2) Banks has shown cause for failing to present
evidence in state court capable of substantiating his
Farr Brady claim. Three inquiries underlie the “cause”

determination: (1) whether the prosecution withheld
exculpatory evidence; (2) whether petitioner
reasonably relied on the prosecution’s open file policy
as fulfilling the prosecution’s duty to disclose such
evidence; and (3) whether the state confirmed
petitioner’s reliance on that policy by asserting during
the state habeas proceedings that petitioner had
already received everything known to the government.
This case is congruent with Strickler v. Greene, 527 U.S.
263 (1999), in all three respects. First, the state knew
of, but suppressed, Farr’s arrangement with Deputy
Huff. Cf. Kyles v. Whitley, 514 U.S. 419, 437. Second,
the State asserted, on the eve of trial, that it would
disclose all Brady material. Banks cannot be faulted
for relying on that representation. See Strickler, 527
U.S., at 283-284. Third, in its answer to Banks’s 1992
state habeas application, the state denied Banks’
assertions that Farr was a police informant and Banks’
arrest a “set-up.” The state thereby confirmed Banks’
reliance on the prosecution’s representation that it had
disclosed all Brady material. In this regard, Banks’ case
is stronger than was the Strickler petitioner’s. Each time
Farr misrepresented his dealings with police, the
prosecution allowed that testimony to stand
uncorrected. Cf. Giglio v. United States, 405 U.S. 150,
153. Banks appropriately assumed police would not
engage in improper litigation conduct to obtain a
conviction. None of the state’s arguments for
distinguishing Strickler on the “cause” issue accounts
adequately for the state’s concealment and
misrepresentation of Farr’s link to Huff. In light of
those misrepresentations, Banks did not lack
appropriate diligence in pursuing the Farr Brady claim
in state court. Nor is Banks at fault for failing to move,
in the 1992 state writ, for investigative assistance so
that he could inquire into Farr’s police connections,
for state law entitled him to no such aid. Further,
Roviaro v. United States, 353 U.S. 53, which concerned
the government’s obligation to reveal the identity of
an informant it does not call as a witness, does not
support the state’s position.
(3) The State’s suppression of Farr’s informant
status is “material” for Brady purposes. The
materiality standard for Brady claims is met when “the
favorable evidence could reasonably be taken to put
the whole case in such a different light as to undermine
confidence in the verdict.” Kyles v. Whitley, 514 U.S., at
435. Farr was paid for a critical role in the scenario
that led to Banks’s indictment. His declaration,
presented to the federal habeas court, asserts that Farr,
not Banks, initiated the proposal to obtain a gun to
facilitate robberies. Had Farr not instigated, upon
Deputy Huff ’s request, the Dallas excursion to fetch
Banks’ gun, the prosecution would have had slim, if
any, evidence that Banks planned to continue
committing violent acts. Farr’s admission of his
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instigating role, moreover, would have dampened the
prosecution’s zeal in urging the jury to consider Banks’s
acquisition of a gun to commit robbery or his “planned
violence.” Because Banks had no criminal record, Farr’s
testimony about Banks’s propensity to violence was
crucial to the prosecution. Without that testimony, the
State could not have underscored to the jury that Banks
would use the gun fetched in Dallas to “take care” of
trouble arising during robberies. The stress placed by
the prosecution on this part of Farr’s testimony,
uncorroborated by any other witness, belies the state’s
suggestion that Farr’s testimony was adequately
corroborated. The prosecution’s penalty-phase
summation, moreover, left no doubt about the
importance the state attached to Farr’s testimony. In
contrast to Strickler, where the Court found “cause,”
527 U.S., at 289, but no “prejudice,” Id., at 292-296,
the existence of “prejudice” in this case is marked.
Farr’s trial testimony was the centerpiece of the Banks
prosecution’s penalty phase case. That testimony was
cast in large doubt by the declaration Banks ultimately
obtained from Farr and introduced in the federal
habeas proceeding. Had jurors known of Farr’s
continuing interest in obtaining Deputy Huff ’s favor
and his receipt of funds to set Banks up, they might
well have distrusted Farr’s testimony, and, insofar as it
was uncorroborated, disregarded it. The jury,
moreover, did not benefit from customary, truthpromoting precautions that generally accompany
informant testimony. Such testimony poses serious
credibility questions. Supreme Court, therefore, has
long allowed defendants broad latitude to crossexamine informants and has counseled the use of
careful instructions on submission of the credibility
issue to the jury. See, e.g., On Lee v. United States, 343
U.S. 747, 757. The state’s argument that Farr’s
informant status was rendered cumulative by his
impeachment at trial is contradicted by the record.
Neither witness called to impeach Farr gave evidence
directly relevant to Farr’s part in Banks’s prosecution.
The impeaching witnesses, moreover, were themselves
impeached, as the prosecution stressed on summation.
Further, the prosecution turned to its advantage
remaining impeachment evidence by suggesting that
Farr’s admission of drug use demonstrated his
openness and honesty.
(c) The lower courts wrongly denied Banks a certificate of appealability with regard to his Brady claim resting on
the prosecution’s suppression of the September 1980 Cook
interrogation transcript. Fifth Circuit rejected Banks’s contention that Rule 15(b) required the claim to be treated as having
been raised in the pleadings because the transcript substantiating the claim had been aired at an evidentiary hearing before
the Magistrate Judge. The Fifth Circuit apparently relied on the
debatable view that Rule 15(b) is inapplicable in habeas proceedings. Supreme Court has twice assumed that Rule’s application in such proceedings. Harris v. Nelson, 394 U.S. 286, 294,
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n. 5; Withrow v. Williams, 507 U.S. 680, 696, and n. 7. The
Withrow District Court had granted habeas relief on a claim
neither pled, considered at “an evidentiary hearing,” nor “even
argu[ed]” by the parties. Id., at 695. Supremes held there had
been no trial of the claim by implied consent; and manifestly,
the respondent warden was prejudiced by the lack of opportunity to present evidence bearing on the claim’s resolution. Id.,
at 696. Here, in contrast, the issue of the undisclosed Cook interrogation transcript was aired at a hearing before the Magistrate Judge, and the transcript was admitted into evidence without objection. Fifth Circuit’s view that an evidentiary hearing
should not be aligned with a trial for Rule 15(b) purposes is
not well grounded. Supremes disagree with the lower court that
applying Rule 15(b) in habeas proceedings would undermine
the state’s exhaustion and procedural default defenses. Id. Under pre-AEDPA law, no inconsistency arose between Rule 15(b)
and those defenses. Doubtless, that is why Supremes’ preAEDPA cases assumed Rule 15(b)’s application in habeas proceedings. See, e.g., Id. While AEDPA forbids a finding that exhaustion has been waived absent an express waiver by the State,
28 U.S.C. §2254(b)(3), pre-AEDPA law allowed waiver of both
defenses–exhaustion and procedural default–based on the
State’s litigation conduct, see, e.g., Gray v. Netherland, 518 U.S.
152, 166. To obtain a COA, a prisoner must demonstrate that
reasonable jurists could disagree with the district court’s resolution of his constitutional claims or that the issues presented
warrant encouragement to proceed further. Miller-El v. Cockrell,
537 U.S. 322, 327. This case fits that description as to the application of Rule 15(b).
Judgment is reversed for proceedings consistent with this
opinion.
COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS
PDR OPINIONS
ZANI IS STILL THE LAW WITH RESPECT TO HYPNOTICALLY-ENHANCED TESTIMONY: STATE V. MATTHEW
MEDRANO, No. 1919-02, State’s PDR from El Paso County,
Affirmed, 2/4/04; Offense: Capital Murder; Sentence: (none –
state’s appeal); COA: Affirmed (86///369 – El Paso 2002); Opinion: Price.
Appellant was charged with capital murder for the shooting
of a 14-year-old girl. The trial court suppressed the hypnotically enhanced testimony of the only eyewitness, and the state
appealed. COA originally held the state had no right of appeal,
and dismissed for lack of jurisdiction. (987//600 – 1999). However, CCA reversed after holding the state can appeal from the
trial court’s order excluding evidence, and remanded the case.
(67///892 – 2002). On remand, COA again affirmed, based on
CCA’s decision in Zani, 758//233 (CCA 1988). The state’s PDR
was granted a second time to determine whether Zani was overruled by Kelly, 824//568 (CCA 1992).

HELD: Although based on the general acceptance standard
expressed in Frye v. United States, 293 F. 1013 (D.C. Cir. 1923),
the Zani case, in developing a highly specific framework to
ensure that hypnotically enhanced testimony offered in a particular case is reliable, is not overruled, either explicitly or
implicitly, by Kelly or its progeny. The state asserts that because
Zani was decided under the now defunct Frye test, it was been
implicitly overruled by Kelly. After a brief analysis, CCA concludes otherwise:
The Zani standard provided the Texas trial courts
with the appropriate framework to protect against the
four-prong dangers of hypnosis. These four dangers,
hypersuggestibility, loss of critical judgment,
confabulation, and memory cementing, are dangers
that directly undercut the reliability of a witness’s
hypnotically enhanced testimony. The Zani standard
minimizes these dangers and, consequently, ensures
the reliability of the testimony. Certainly, the Zani
standard is more rigorous than the standards applied
in Kelly or Nenno [v. State, 970//549 (CCA 1998)].
However, our opinion in Zani exhaustively analyzed
both the dangers and solutions inherent in
hypnotically enhanced testimony.
The standard created by the court is a highly
specific framework applicable specifically to the
admissibility of hypnotically enhanced testimony.
Turning to a broader standard under Kelly and Nenno,
while seeking the same objective of reliability realized
by the current standard in Zani, would do a disservice
to the trial courts. To adopt a broader standard that
was created without hypnotically enhanced testimony
in mind in place of a narrowly defined standard
specifically designed to ensure the reliability of
hypnotically enhanced testimony would be imprudent.
Because this highly specific framework is a narrowly
defined standard that seeks to ensure the reliability of
a specific type of scientific evidence, and because Zani
is faithful to the primary objective of ensuring
reliability in the admission of scientific evidence, we
conclude that Zani remains the standard to be applied
by Texas trial courts in assessing the reliability and
determining the admissibility of hypnotically
enhanced testimony. The decision of the court of
appeals is affirmed.
STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS WAS TOLLED DURING PENDENCY OF FIRST INDICTMENT: ALEXANDER
HERNANDEZ V. State, No. 826-02, State’s PDR from Dallas
County, Reversed, 2/4/04; Offense: POCS 4-200 gms; Sentence:
(none – indictment dismissed); COA: Affirmed (74///73 –
Eastland 2003); Opinion: Price
When Appellant was arrested in 1997 for carrying a concealed weapon, officers found a baggie of powder in his crotch.
He was charged by indictment with possessing between 40 and
400 grams of amphetamine in 1997. The state dismissed this
indictment three years later in 2000, and reindicted him with

possession of 4-200 grams of methamphetamine, arguing that
the statute of limitations had been tolled because of the pendency of the first indictment, as provided in TCCP 12.04(b).
COA disagreed, and reversed. State’s PDR was granted to determine whether COA correctly interpreted art. 12.05(b).
HELD: To fulfill the legislature’s purpose in enacting Article 12.05(b), a prior indictment tolls the statute of limitations under Article 12.05(b) for a subsequent indictment when
both indictments allege the same conduct, same act, or same
transaction. Article 12.05 provides:
(b) The time during the pendency of an indictment,
information or complaint shall not be computed in
the period of limitation.
(c) The term, “during the pendency,” as used herein,
means that period of time beginning with the day the
indictment, information, or complaint is filed in a
court of competent jurisdiction, and ending with the
day such accusation is, by an order of a trial court
having jurisdiction thereof, determined to be invalid
for any reason.
On its face, Article 12.05(b) does not require that subsequent
indictments allege the same offense or even be based on the
same conduct, and provides no guidance about how the indictments must be related to trigger the tolling provision. COA
relied on Slavin v. State, 548 S.W.2d 30, 31 (Tex.Crim.App.1977),
in which the state reindicted the defendant after his conviction
had been reversed because of a defective indictment. In a pretrial writ, Slavin claimed that the statute of limitations barred
the second prosecution, arguing that because the indictment
was fundamentally defective, it could not toll the statute of limitations and urged CCA to consider Taylor v. State, 160 Ga. 331,
127 S.E. 652 (1952), in which the similarly situated defendant
was granted relief because two offenses charged in two indictments were found in two separate penal provisions. CCA distinguished Slavin’s case on the basis that both indictments in
his case charged him with the same statutory offense. However,
CCA did not hold in Slavin that, in order for a prior indictment to toll the statute of limitations, the subsequent indictment must charge an offense under the same penal statute as
the prior indictment because the issue was not before the Court
in that case. Conducting a statutory analysis CCA determines
that the intent of the legislature was to allow for subsequent
indictments if the offenses were similar. Commentary from the
time the statute was enacted “indicates that the legislature
sought to give the State more freedom to prosecute defendants
when the original indictment contains a defect. As such, the
comment weighs in favor of reading Article 12.05(b) broadly
because it was enacted to prevent illegal conduct from going
unpunished when indictments had defects like the one in this
case. Reading this provision as the Court of Appeals and the
appellant suggest would undermine the legislature’s purpose
by allowing tolling of the statute of limitations after a defective
prior indictment only if the prior indictment charged precisely
the same Penal Code offense. Any other defect would be curable.” With respect to the instant case, CCA concludes:
In this case, the prior indictment and the subsequent
indictment alleged the same conduct. Both
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indictments charged the appellant with possession of
a controlled substance on or about July 19, 1997, and
the names methamphetamine and amphetamine refer
to the same controlled substance found on the
appellant. Both charges rest on essentially the same
proof: the appellant possessed a controlled substance.
Although the proof involved in identifying the drug
would be slightly different, every other element would
rest on the same proof.
Both the prior and subsequent indictments alleged the
same conduct. As a result, Article 12.05(b) tolled the
limitations period during the pendency of the prior
indictment.
COA’s judgment is reversed, and case is remanded to that
court for disposition of the remaining point of error.
COA HAD JURISDICTION TO ADDRESS STATE’S APPEAL
ALLEGING AN ILLEGAL SENTENCE: State v. PHILIP
WAYNE KERSCH, No. 1868-99, Appellant’s PDR from Harris
County, Affirmed, 2/4/04; Offense: POCS (2 prior convictions);
Sentence: 10 years; COA: Reversed (2///636– Houston [14th]
1999); Opinion: Womack.
Appellant was originally placed on deferred adjudication
community supervision for 10 years, but was revoked and given
10 years. The state appealed the sentence asserting the trial court
did not consider the enhancements, which would mean that
the minimum sentence would be 25 years. COA agreed, and
remanded the case for resentencing. Review was granted to determine whether COA erred in taking jurisdiction of the state’s
appeal. CCA makes no comment on merits of the appeal.
HELD: Enhancement findings are part of the sentence, and
the State may appeal a trial court’s failure to consider such
findings when assessing punishment. TCCP art. 44.01(b) gives
the state the right “to appeal a sentence in a case on the ground
that the sentence is illegal.” Art. 42.02 provides: “The sentence
is that part of the judgment, or order revoking a suspension of
the imposition of a sentence, that orders that the punishment
be carried into execution in the manner prescribed by law.” In
State v. Ross, 953 S.W.2d 748, 750 (Tex.Crim.App.1997), CCA
explained the sentence “is nothing more than the portion of
the judgment setting out the terms of punishment.” It consists
of the facts of the punishment itself, including the date of commencement of the sentence, its duration, and the concurrent
or cumulative nature of the term of confinement and the
amount of the fine, if any. Factors that merely affect these facts
are not part of the sentence. Also, art. 42.01 sets forth the elements of a proper judgment, and deadly-weapon findings are
“listed separately from the portions regarding the sentence.”
For these reasons, CCA held that a deadly-weapon finding is
not part of the sentence, and that, therefore, the state is not
entitled to appeal an omission of one from a trial court’s judgment. Enhancement findings, however, are different:
First, enhancements are not explicitly mentioned in
article 42.01. The second important distinction
between a deadly-weapon finding and enhancements
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appears upon examination of Chapter 12 of the Penal
Code. Under Ross, the assessment of punishment
within a particular range is part of the sentence.
Chapter 12 of the Penal Code provides the punishment
ranges for offenses, and includes the ranges for
habitual and repeat offenders. The duration of
punishments prescribed for habitual and repeat
offenders is part of the sentence just as is the duration
of punishments prescribed for the other types of
offenses addressed in Chapter 12. Deadly-weapon
findings under article 42.12 do not appear in Chapter
12, we consider them to be included in the facts
pertaining to the proper punishment and the term of
confinement, as they only affect the duration of the
sentence. The legislature’s decision to prescribe the
punishments for exceptional sentences and those for
ordinary sentences in the same explicit manner
supports the conclusion that both are included in the
meaning of “sentence” under article 42.02.
CCA also points to Sigler v. State,143 Tex. Crim. 220, 157
S.W.2d 903 (1942), in which it was held that proven enhancement allegations are historical facts, “offered for the purpose of
arriving at the punishment to be assessed.” Such facts are the
type of information to which Ross held the article 42.02 definition of sentence was limited, for they prescribe the proper term
of confinement. COA did not err in taking jurisdiction of the
state’s appeal, thus its judgment is affirmed.
TRIAL COURT DID NOT ERR IN FAILING TO SUPPRESS
CONFESSION: LUIS NARVEZ MARTINEZ v. State, No. 761/
1123-02, Appellant’s PDR from Tarrant County, Affirmed, 2/
18/04; Offense: POCS 4-200 gms; POM 5-50 lbs; Sentence: not
in opinion; COA: Affirmed (NP, Nos. 02-00-00339-CR & 0200-00340-CR – Fort Worth 4/18/02); Opinion: Hervey.
Appellant lived at his father’s upholstery shop, where he
worked with his father and brother, and where the drugs were
found during execution of a search warrant. Appellant told
police in a written confession that his father and brother had
nothing to do with the drugs. During a hearing on a motion to
suppress his confession, Appellant asserted that he only confessed because officers told him that if he “accepted responsibility” for the dope, his father and brother, who had also been
arrested, would not be charged. The trial court overruled the
motion, and COA affirmed. PDR was granted to determine
whether COA’s decision was correct
HELD: COA did not err in affirming the trial court’s decision. During the hearing, the arresting officer testified on cross
examination that he did not tell Appellant “in so many words”
that he would not file on his brother and father if Appellant
confessed. When defense counsel asked whether he had left
Appellant “with the impression that if he accepted responsibility, you weren’t going to file on his brother and his father, right?”
the detective responded, “He could have gathered that.” TCCP
art. 38.21 provides that an accused’s statement may be used
against him “if it appears that the same was freely and voluntarily made without compulsion or persuasion.” CCA has pre-

viously held that for a promise to render a confession invalid
under 38.21, the promise must be positive, made or sanctioned
by someone in authority, and of such an influential nature that
it would cause a defendant to speak untruthfully.
Though not clear, it appears that the Court of Appeals
may have upheld the admissibility of appellant’s
confession because appellant did not show that his
confession was false ... (while appellant “testified that
what he perceived as a promise by [the detective]
induced him to admit his guilt,” appellant “did not
testify that his admission was false”). This would have
been error because the truth or falsity of a confession
is irrelevant to a voluntariness determination not only
under federal constitutional law but also under state
law. Under state law the determination is whether the
officially sanctioned positive promise “would be likely
to influence the defendant to speak untruthfully” and
not whether, the defendant in fact spoke untruthfully.
See Fisher, 379 S.W.2d at 902; cf. Terrazas, 4 S.W.3d at
723-24 (whether a confession is true or false is
irrelevant to a federal constitutional voluntariness
determination because it is the methods used to extract
an involuntary confession that offends constitutional
principles).
Here, the evidence supports an implied finding that no positive promise was ever made by the detective to Appellant. The
detective testified that he made no promises to Appellant, thus
it was OK for trial court and COA to believe officers, and so
judgment is affirmed.
BREATH TEST RESULTS WERE ADMISSIBLE, DESPITE
ABSENCE OF RETROGRADE EXTRAPOLATION EVIDENCE: DAWN KURETSCH STEWART v. State, No. 324-03,
State’s PDR from Bexar County, Reversed, 2/18/03; Offense:
DWI; Sentence: 120 days (probated 8 months.) + $500 fine;
COA: Reversed (103///483.– San Antonio 2003); Opinion:
Keasler.
Appellant was arrested after flunking three of the seven sobriety tests she was given after being pulled over for a traffic
violation. About an hour and twenty minutes after being arrested, she blew a .16 on one breath test, and .154 on another
she had consented to. Consent is not an issue here. Question is
whether COA erred in holding the breath test results were admissible without extrapolation evidence.
HELD: COA erred in finding that the trial court improperly admitted Stewart’s breath test results. The trial court refused to permit the state’s expert, McDougall, to give retrograde
extrapolation testimony, because he had conceded that he did
not have enough information to determine what Appellant’s
alcohol concentration would have been at the time she drove.
He testified that the blood alcohol concentration shown by the
results of the tests taken at the police station could have been
higher, lower, or the same as results that would have been obtained immediately after Appellant drove, because her body
could have been absorbing or eliminating alcohol at the time
of the test. COA found that without retrograde extrapolation

evidence Appellant’s breath test results were irrelevant to show
her intoxication at the time she drove, and results of the breath
tests were no evidence that she was intoxicated at the time she
was driving because her blood alcohol concentration level could
have been more or less at the time of the test, than when she
drove. But under the Rules of Evidence, “‘[r]elevant evidence’
means evidence having any tendency to make the existence of
any fact that is of consequence to the determination of the action more probable or less probable than it would be without
the evidence.” Evidence need not by itself prove or disprove a
particular fact to be relevant; it is sufficient if the evidence provides a small nudge toward proving or disproving some fact of
consequence.
The issue here is whether Stewart was intoxicated
at the time she drove. Stewart’s breath test results
tended to make it more probable that she was
intoxicated at the time she drove under either
definition of intoxication because they provided
evidence that she had consumed alcohol. And, there
is no evidence that she consumed alcohol after driving.
The breath test results — along with Officer
Rodriguez’s testimony and the videotape of Stewart
— were probative evidence of her intoxication. The
breath test results might not have been conclusive
proof that Stewart was intoxicated at the time that she
drove, but that is of no consequence. We conclude that
the Court of Appeals erred in finding that the results
of Stewart’s breath tests were irrelevant without
retrograde extrapolation evidence.
CCA also says that COA erred in relying on Bagheri, 87
S.W.3d 657, 660 n.1 (Tex. App.– San Antonio 2002), aff ’d on
other grounds, 119 S.W.3d 755 (Tex.Crim.App. 2003), and two
Pennsylvania cases, which it cites. Bagheri had to do with
whether retrograde extrapolation evidence was harmful and
the two other cases had to do with sufficiency, not relevancy.
However, CCA rejects the state’s argument that COA erred in
finding the trial court improperly admitted the breath test results because the Transportation Code creates absolute admissibility of breath test results. CCA notes it recently rejected that
argument in Bagheri v. State,119 S.W.3d 755, 760
(Tex.Crim.App. 2003):
We explained that “the determination that breath tests
results should be admissible in DWI prosecutions
without the necessity of establishing the scientific basis
for such tests under Daubert and Kelly does not, in
our opinion, relieve the state of the burden of showing
that those tests results in any given case are relevant,
in the sense that they accurately reflect the subject’s
alcohol concentration at the time of the offense.” But,
we believe that the state met its burden by showing
that Stewart’s breath test results were relevant.
COA’s judgment is therefore reversed, and trial court’s judgment is affirmed.
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DEATH PENALTY OPINIONS
IMPORTANT CASE – CAPITAL WRIT – STANDARD OF
REVIEW FOR MENTAL RETARDATION CLAIMS ON
11.071: EX PARTE JOSE GARCIA BRISENO, No. 29,819-03,
from Webb County, Relief Denied, 2/11/04; Opinion: Cochran.
Applicant was convicted of capital murder in 1991, and has
now filed a subsequent writ asserting he is mentally retarded
and cannot be executed Atkins v. Virginia, 536 U.S. 304 (2002).
The trial court conducted a hearing and found Applicant had
not proved his claim by a preponderance of the evidence. CCA
now sets out judicial standards for considering Atkins claims
on 11.071.
HELD: Relief is denied based on the trial court’s findings.
1. Definition of Retardation: In Atkins, the Supremes “left
to the states the task of developing appropriate ways to enforce
the constitutional restriction upon its execution of sentences.”
One definition of mental retardation is found in Tex. Health &
Safety Code §591.003(13): “‘mental retardation’ means significant subaverage general intellectual functioning that is concurrent with deficits in adaptive behavior and originates during
the developmental period.” A bill introduced in the 2001 legislative session would have adopted this definition, but it was
vetoed by the governor. No statutes have been passed by the
legislature since Atkins was handed down. CCA refuses to adopt
a bright-line definition, but decides to use the above definition
until the legislature says otherwise. Although experts may offer
insightful opinions on the question of whether a particular person meets the psychological diagnostic criteria for mental retardation, the ultimate issue of whether this person is, in fact,
mentally retarded for purposes of the 8th Amendment ban on
excessive punishment is one for the finder of fact, based upon
all the evidence and determinations of credibility. Evidentiary
factors which fact finders in the criminal trial context might
focus upon in weighing evidence as indicative of mental retardation or of a personality disorder include:














Did those who knew the person best during the developmental stage — his family, friends, teachers, employers,
authorities — think he was mentally retarded at that time,
and, if so, act in accordance with that determination?
Has the person formulated plans and carried them
through or is his conduct impulsive?
Does his conduct show leadership or does it show that he
is led around by others?
Is his conduct in response to external stimuli rational and
appropriate, regardless of whether it is socially acceptable?
Does he respond coherently, rationally, and on point to
oral or written questions or do his responses wander from
subject to subject?
Can the person hide facts or lie effectively in his own or
others’ interests?
Putting aside any heinousness or gruesomeness surrounding the capital offense, did the commission of that offense require forethought, planning, and complex execution of purpose?
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2.Ring and Atkins do not require a jury determination of
retardation in post-conviction proceedings:
First, we conclude that Ring does not have retroactive effect
in a post-conviction habeas corpus application. Even if the holding of Atkins applied retroactively and may allow a person sentenced to death under Texas law to have a claim of mental retardation first addressed under article 11.071, we join those
courts that have held that the Supreme Court’s decision in Ring,
requiring a jury determination of every fact that increases the
maximum statutory penalty, is not retroactively applicable to
cases on post-conviction habeas corpus review.
Second, even if Ring were retroactive, that case does not establish a constitutional requirement that a jury determine the
question of mental retardation. A lack of mental retardation is
not an implied element of the crime of capital murder which
the state is required to prove before it may impose a sentence
above the maximum statutory punishment for that crime. Instead, as the Supreme Court made explicit in Atkins, proof of
mental retardation “exempts” one from the death penalty, the
maximum statutory punishment for capital murder. There was
certainly no indication from the Supreme Court in Atkins that
the fact of mental retardation is one that a jury, rather than a
judge, must make. . . .
Third, our state habeas statute does not provide for a jury
determination of fact issues on post-conviction habeas corpus
review ... thus, we hold that, when an inmate sentenced to death
files a habeas corpus application raising a cognizable Atkins
claim, the factual merit of that claim should be determined by
the judge of the convicting court. His findings of fact and conclusions of law shall be reviewed by this Court in accordance
with article 11.071, §11.
3. Burden of proof. The issue of mental retardation is similar to affirmative defenses such as insanity, incompetency to
stand trial, or incompetency to be executed, for which the Legislature has allocated the burden of proof upon a defendant to
establish by a preponderance of the evidence. Therefore, CCA
adopts that allocation of the burden and standard of proof, at
least in the context of determining mental retardation in the
habeas corpus setting where the inmate traditionally bears the
burden of proof. Furthermore:
Our review of a trial court’s findings of fact and
conclusions of law concerning a claim of mental
retardation remains the same as it has always been on
habeas corpus applications. We defer to the trial court’s
factual findings underlying his recommendation when
they are supported by the record. Thus, we afford
almost total deference to a trial judge’s determination
of the historical facts supported by the record,
especially when those fact findings are based on an
evaluation of credibility and demeanor. However, if
the trial court’s ruling is not supported by the record,
this Court may reject the findings.
Having said this, CCA turns to the facts of this case.
1. Applicant did not prove, by a preponderance of the evidence, that he has significantly subaverage general intellectual

functioning. He was tested for the first time when he was 45.
One test showed a 72 IQ, the other a 74 IQ. An IQ of 70 or
below is considered significantly subaverage.
2. Applicant did not prove, by a preponderance of the evidence, that he had significant limitations in adaptive functioning. Although Applicant had an extremely abusive childhood
and was in and out of the juvenile justice system, both in Texas
and Illinois, no one, either his relatives or various school officials, thought he was mentally retarded. Heavy drug usage may
have impaired his brain function. After a lengthy analysis, CCA
concludes that, because there is ample evidence, including expert and lay opinion testimony, as well as written records, to
support the trial court’s finding that Applicant failed to prove
that he is mentally retarded, CCA defers to the trial court’s credibility determinations, adopts the trial court’s ultimate findings of fact, and, based on those findings and its independent
review, denies relief.
IMPORTANT CASE – PUBLISHED ORDER – COURT EXTENDS POWERS ABSTENTION DOCTRINE: EX PARTE
MAX ALEXANDER SOFFAR, No. 29,980-02, from Harris
County; Writ Dismissed w/o prejudice, 2/11/04; Opinion: Per
Curiam.
Applicant was sentenced to death in 1981, and his direct
appeal and state writ were unsuccessful. A Fifth Circuit panel
reversed the conviction based on a Fifth Amendment violation,
but the en banc court vacated that decision and remanded the
case to the panel for reconsideration of Applicant’s remaining
points. That case is still pending in the Fifth Circuit. Meanwhile, Applicant filed a subsequent state writ under 11.071 §5,
arguing two new claims. The state urges CCA to dismiss as an
abuse of the writ. CCA asked for briefs on the following issue:
Whether the Powers abstention doctrine should be modified to permit the consideration of the merits of a subsequent
writ, which is not otherwise barred by Article 11.071, §5, if the
federal court with jurisdiction over a parallel writ enters an order
staying its proceedings to allow the applicant to return to the
appropriate Texas courts to exhaust his state remedies.
HELD: Because no federal court has entered an order staying all proceedings in Applicant’s pending parallel federal writ,
this subsequent application is dismissed without prejudice. In
Ex parte Powers, 487 S.W.2d 101 (Tex.Crim.App. 1972), CCA
decided to dismiss “any writ application when the inmate has a
parallel writ pending in federal court, even when the federal
court has stayed its own proceeding.”

As we noted in our previous Order, several federal
circuit courts have suggested or entered a stay in their
pending habeas proceedings to permit an inmate who
has alleged a facially-cognizable “watershed”
constitutional claim to return to state court to exhaust
this previously unexhausted claim. Ex parte Soffar, 120
S.W.3d 344, 347 n.7 (Tex. Crim. App. 2003).
CCA now “modif[ies] the Powers doctrine to permit consideration of a subsequent state writ, not otherwise barred by
Art. 11.071 §5, if the federal court with jurisdiction over a parallel writ enters an order staying its proceedings to allow the
habeas applicant to pursue his unexhausted claims in Texas state
court.” Here, Applicant filed this subsequent state writ before
the AEDPA one-year statute of limitations expired on his Atkins
claim, but also filed a motion to file a successive writ containing the same claim in his federal habeas proceedings. Unbeknownst to CCA, a Fifth Circuit panel conditionally granted
Applicant’s motion for authorization to file a successive federal
petition for writ of habeas corpus two days before CCA requested the parties to brief the Powers doctrine issue.
Applicant, therefore, does not seek a stay in his federal
proceedings to have his Atkins claim resolved in Texas
state courts before returning to federal court should
that claim be denied. He notes that the Fifth Circuit
has already expended enormous judicial resources on
his pending, exhausted habeas claims and is “on the
cusp” of a decision. Should those claims be resolved
in his favor, he argues, he would not need to present
his Atkins claim to state court for he would be entitled
to a new trial. Thus, the claims set out in this
subsequent writ would become moot. In this
particular case, the Fifth Circuit’s authorization of
applicant’s successive federal writ case would appear
to resolve his potential AEDPA limitations problem.
As we understand it, applicant needs neither a stay of
the federal proceedings nor a pending Atkins writ in
state court to toll the AEDPA statute of limitations.
Therefore, because no federal court has entered an order staying all proceedings in Applicant’s pending parallel federal writ,
his subsequent application is dismissed without prejudice.

PDRS GRANTED IN FEBRUARY 2004
Because of the strict one-year statute of limitations in
the Anti-Terrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act of
1996 (“AEDPA”), the application of the Powers
doctrine, combined with the federal exhaustion
requirement, may lead to unintended and unfortunate
consequences. The problematic situation is when the
Supreme Court announces a “watershed” procedural
or substantive change in the law which applies
retroactively to all cases, even those on collateral
review. Atkins v. Virginia seems to be one such case.

1189-03 BUSTILLOS, NORMA 02/04/04 A El Paso Criminally
Negligent Homicide (NP)
1. Does failure to object to the submission of a lesser included offense waive a legal or factual sufficiency claim if a defendant is ultimately convicted of the lesser included offense?
2. Can a defendant waive or forfeit her right to require the
state to present sufficient evidence to sustain her conviction?
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1677-03 JENSCHKE, DUANE KEITH 02/18/04 A Kerr Sexual
Assault (116///173)
1. Was the victim’s parents’ conduct in searching Appellant’s
truck without consent criminal conduct for purposes of exclusion under Tex. Code Crim. Proc. Art. 38.23?
1882-03 GOODSPEED, MELVIN 02/18/04 S Bowie Aggravated
Sexual Assault (120///408)
1. In finding trial counsel ineffective based solely upon his
conduct during voir dire, the Court of Appeals misapplied and
altered the two-prong standard for evaluating a claim of ineffective assistance of counsel.
1623-03 JOHNSON, MICHAEL D, 2/11/04 A Lubbock
Aggravated Assault (120///10)
1. Whether the Court of Appeals utilized the appropriate
standard of review for a violation of a defendant’s right to testify when the violation occurred through actions of defense
counsel.
2. Whether the Court of Appeals misapplied Strickland’s
prejudice analysis contrary to controlling United States Supreme
Court Decisions.
0923-03 MAURICIO, JOSE 2/11/04 A & S Brazos POCS, 4-200
gms, w/Intent to Deliver (NP)
Appellant’s:
Did the Fourteenth Court of Appeals perform a proper harm
analysis after finding error in the trial court’s permission to
conduct a jury view at trial?
State’s:
1. Did the trial court err by allowing the state to show the
jury in a parking lot adjacent to the court building how a police
officer removed the back seat of his patrol vehicle and conducted an inspection for contraband?
2. Should this court reconsider its long-enduring policy that
jury views are disfavored in criminal trials?
3. Was the jury’s observation in a parking lot adjacent to the
court building of a police officer’s manner of removing the back
seat of his patrol vehicle and conducting an inspection for contraband a “jury view,” as that term has been historically connoted?

COURT OF APPEALS
DOUBLE JEOPARDY VIOLATION: JOHN ANTHONY
SAENZ V. STATE OF TEXAS, (not published), No. 04-0200593-CR (Tex.App.–San Antonio 11/5/03):
Defendant was convicted of three counts of capital murder
(based on triple murder in same criminal transaction) and received three judgments arising from single indictment. Defendant contended on appeal: (1) Evidence was factually insufficient to support jury’s rejection of self-defense claim. Held:
Evidence was factually sufficient to support rejection of selfdefense theory; evidence wasn’t too weak for self-defense claim
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based upon admission of Defendant’s written statement that
he shot the decedent (but decedent had not threatened him);
additionally, proof of Defendant’s guilt for murder wasn’t
against great weight of evidence in light of his trial testimony
that the decedent had not attacked/threatened him; (2) convictions for capital murder in second and third count violated
Double Jeopardy; Held: COA entertained jeopardy claim despite Defendant’s failure to object at trial because the facts of
the case supported the exception provided under Gonzales v.
State, 8 S.W.3d 640 (Tex.Crim.App.2000); addressing the merits, the COA held Double Jeopardy was violated by three separate judgments because the prosecution’s theory, based on Penal Code Sec. 19.03(a)(7)(A) (murder of multiple individuals)
in this case involved the murder of the same three individuals,
thus the murders were a single unit of prosecution, and constituted a single offense.
CRIMINAL MISCHIEF – HEARSAY: CHAD LEE LESTER V.
STATE OF TEXAS, 120 S.W.3d 897 (Tex.App.–Texarkana 2003).
Defendant was convicted of criminal mischief. On appeal,
he contended the trial court erred by excluding hearsay testimony of witness under Tex.R.Evid 803(24) in which witness
had confessed to his mother about committing the offense.
Held: Trial court erred by excluding witness’ out-of-court statement admitting guilt because under Rule 803(24), it was a statement which exposed the witness to criminal liability, and it was
made under circumstances which indicated it was trustworthy.
Applied against factors for trustworthiness under Dewberry v.
State, 4 S.W.3d 735 (Tex.Crim.App.1999), the circumstances of
the witness’ statements were trustworthy, and therefore, admissible: (1) witness’ guilt was inconsistent with Defendant’s guilt;
(2) witness was at location in which he could have committed
the crime; (3) witness made confession to a relative; and (4)
independent evidence corroborated witness’ confession. COA
held under Tex.R.App.Pro. 44.2(b) that exclusion of testimony
was harmful because it related to the significant issue in the
case.
SUFFICIENCY OF EVIDENCE – HEARSAY: RON JASON
DUNN V. STATE OF TEXAS, (not published), No. 06-03-00017CR (Tex.App –Texarkana 11/5/03).
Defendant was convicted of four counts of aggravated sexual
assault of a child. On appeal, Defendant contended: (1) Legal
and Factual insufficiency due to inconsistencies in
complainant’s testimonies: Held: Despite inconsistencies, evidence was both legally and factually sufficient; (2) trial court
erred in admitting videotaped interview with complainant and
witness as “outcry” statement under Tex.Code Crim.Pro. Art.
38.072; Held: Generic hearsay objection is sufficient to preserve
objection to Art. 38.072 evidence; trial court erred by admitting video taped statements because video recordings of outcry not contemplated by Art. 38.072. COA held under
Tex.R.App.Pro. Rule 44.2(b) that error was harmless because
same evidence was admitted at trial through complainants’ live
testimony.
DWI – RETROGRADE EXTRAPOLATION: ROSHAN

KARASAN BHAKTA V. STATE OF TEXAS, 124 S.W.3d 738,
(Tex.App.–Hous. [1st Dist] 2003).
Defendant plead guilty to misdemeanor DWI following denial of his motion to suppress and contended on appeal: (1)
trial court erred in finding state’s breath test expert as expert in
area of retrograde extrapolation; Held: Trial court did not abuse
its discretion because breath test expert’s qualifications satisfied criteria from Mata v. State, 46 S.W.3d 902 (CCA 2001) to
establish qualifications as expert in retrograde extrapolation:
expert had sufficient work history and knowledge of chemistry/biology to have background to understand retrograde extrapolation, had experience in using retrograde extrapolation,
was able to answer hypotheticals based on Defendant’s known
characteristics, and, despite lack of knowledge of some scientific principles, was able to explain scientific basis to retrograde
extrapolation; (2) trial court erred under Tex.R.Evid 403 because of insufficient factual basis for expert to base an extrapolation; Held: Despite delay between stop and breath test (decreasing reliability of extrapolation), expert had enough knowledge of specific facts (including Defendant’s height, weight, contents and time of last meal) to support trial court’s decision
finding the factual basis to be sufficient.
HEARSAY – BUSINESS RECORDS EXCEPTION: KATHRYN
WEST V. STATE OF TEXAS, 124 S.W.3d 732, No. 01-02-00651CR (Tex.App.–Hous. [1st Dist] 2003).
Defendant was convicted of aggravated theft and contended
on appeal: (1) trial court erred in admitting Defendant’s bank
records without proper authentication under the business
record exception to the hearsay rule, Tex.R.Evid 803(6); Held:
Trial court abused its discretion in finding bank records were
admissible under Rule 803(6) because sponsoring witness (a
credit union records custodian) did not establish that the bank
records were part of a regularly conducted activity and that it
was the regular practice of the bank to create those records;
COA further held that in light of Defendant’s defensive theory
that someone else stole the money, and State’s reliance upon
the bank records, the error was not harmless under Tex.R.App.
Rule 44.2(b).
DENIAL OF COUNSEL: JONATHAN CLIFTON MCGEE V.
STATE OF TEXAS, 124 S.W.3d 253 (Tex.App.–Fort Worth
2003).
After state filed motion to adjudicate Defendant’s deferred
adjudication for aggravated robbery and burglary, Defendant
retained attorney Lane. On day prior to adjudication hearing,
second attorney, Brown, filed a motion for continuance on behalf of Lane (based on Lane’s unavailability) which was denied
by trial court. Represented by Brown, Defendant then plead
“true” to allegations. On appeal, Defendant contended trial
court erred in denying motion for continuance; Held: Complaint regarding denial of continuance waived due to failure to
file proper sworn motion for continuance, (2) forcing Defendant to proceed with adjudication while represented by Brown,
rather than formally retained attorney denied him his right to
counsel; Held: Defendant did not have right to be represented
by specific attorney; no denial of right to counsel from denial

of continuance because attorney Brown represented Defendant
in the adjudication proceeding. [Note – COA rejected state’s
argument that it lacked jurisdiction under Tex.Code Crim.Pro.
Art. 42.12, §5 to consider appeal; COA explained that it could
consider issues unrelated to entry of original deferred adjudication or court’s decision to adjudicate guilt].
INSUFFICIENT EVIDENCE – PROBATION REVOCATION
– IMPOSITION OF MAXIMUM SENTENCE VIOLATED
DUE PROCESS: MARC ATCHISON V. STATE OF TEXAS, 124
S.W.3d 760, (Tex.App.–Austin 2003), ref ’d.
Defendant’s deferred adjudication for injury to a child was
set aside by trial court following Defendant’s plea of “true” to
some violations, and “not true” to others. Defendant contended
on appeal: (1) evidence was insufficient to support trial court’s
findings of violations; Held: Defendant could not appeal from
decision to adjudicate guilty and was specifically precluded from
challenging the sufficiency of the evidence to support trial
court’s findings; (2) trial court abused its discretion in adjudicating on some “trivial” violations and had alternative penalties available: Held: Trial court had absolute and unreviewable
discretion to adjudicate and revoke probation; (3) trial court
denied him Due Process/Due Course of Law by imposing maximum penalty; Held: Appellate court would not infer vindictiveness against Appellant based on trial court’s decision to
impose maximum sentence, record had no factual basis to show
trial court did not consider full range of punishment; trial
court’s statements about its initial reservations about granting
probation; evidence did not show that decision to revoke was
“reflexive” based on minor violations; and record did not support trial court’s decision to revoke was based on non-alleged
allegation; (4) trial court abused its discretion in imposing 20
year sentence based on minor violations; Held: No abuse of
discretion because sentence was based on commission of offense, not violations; and, (5) 20 year sentence is disproportionate and is cruel and unusual under Tex.Const. Art I, §13;
Held: Appellate court declined to conduct a proportionality
analysis but held that sentence, based on offense of injury to a
child which caused child’s death, was not disproportionate, and
further stated that Art. I, § 13 isn’t violated when punishment
falls within prescribed range.
MOTION TO SUPPRESS RESULTS OF DNA ANALYSIS –
EXCLUSION OF DNA EXPERT: CAROS DE LA O V. STATE
OF TEXAS, ___ S.W.3d ___, No.04-02-00495-CR (Tex.App.–
San Antonio 11/12/03).
Defendant found guilty of aggravated sex Aasault of a child,
sex. assault of a child, and Indecency with a child. Defendant
contended on appeal: (1) trial court erred in denying motion
to suppress results of DNA analysis based on Defendant’s blood
seized without valid warrant: Held: Despite absence of actual
warrant from record, evidence at suppression hearing by officer who prepared alleged warrant and by issuing magistrate
was sufficient to indicate that search warrant had existed; (2)
trial court erred by excluding testimony by Defendant’s DNA
expert; Held: Trial court erred by excluding testimony by DNA
expert because Defendant presented sufficient evidence to prove
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expert’s qualifications and the proposed testimony was not duplicative of State’s expert, however, no error under Tex.R.App.
Pro. Rule 44.2(b) because testimony was limited to whether
forensic lab followed proper protocols, not to challenge the
Defendant’s identity.
EYEWITNESS TESTIMONY – BRADY VIOLATION – DEFENDANT NOT PRESENT IN COURTROOM: ANDRE
HAYGOOD V. STATE OF TEXAS, ___ S.W.3d ___, No.04-0200685-CR (Tex.App.–San Antonio 11/12/03):
Defendant was convicted of murder. On appeal, he contended: (1) Factual insufficiency to show identity (reject alibi
defense); Held: Testimony of eyewitness identifying Defendant,
as well as three other witnesses selecting several pictures from
photo array, including Defendant’s, as possible culprit rendered
evidence factually sufficient; (2) Brady violation from failure
to timely disclose crime lab report which listed additional (innocent) explanation for gun powder residue on Defendant’s
hand (handling a recently discharged firearm); Held: In light
of record, in which Defendant’s expert testified to explanation
of gun powder residue from handling discharged firearm, withheld evidence was not “material” because not likely to change
verdict; (3) Trial court erred under Tex.Code Crim.Pro. Art.
33.03 by removing Defendant from courtroom while deciding
evidentiary issue; Held: No error if Defendant is not present in
courtroom when the only matter under consideration is a “legal issue”; (4) Trial court erred in excluding medical records
demonstrating his ability to give voluntary statement; Held:
Error waived because Defendant did not create bill of exception for excluded evidence; (5) Trial court erred in not granting new trial based on witness making statement Defendant
had not committed murder; Held: No error because trial court
had discretion to disbelieve credibility of witness’ testimony
regarding Defendant.
PROBATION REVOCATION – STATE FAILED TO EXERCISE DUE DILIGENCE: JAMES SMITH, JR. V. STATE OF
TEXAS, 120 S.W.3d 910 (Tex.App.–Texarkana 2003):
Defendant’s probation for criminal mischief was revoked
following hearing in which Defendant alleged lack of due diligence on part of state for apprehending him for 33 months
following filing of motion/arrest warrant. Defendant raised the
due diligence issue on appeal; Held: State failed to exercise due
diligence in apprehending Defendant; uncontradicted evidence
was that Defendant had continuously lived at same address;
probation officer’s actions, limited to sending two letters to
Defendant, was not due diligence.
FELONY DWI – FAILURE TO SUPPRESS BREATH TEST
RESULTS – INSUFFICIENT EVIDENCE: RALPH HUGH
HOWES V. STATE OF TEXAS, 120 S.W.3d 903 (Tex.App.–
Texarkana 2003):
Defendant was convicted of felony DWI and contended on
appeal: (1) trial court erred in overruling motion to suppress
breath test for failure to observe him for 15 minutes; Held:
Despite questions regarding times involved in arrest/transport/
breath test, trial court could resolve inconsistencies and rea-
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sonably have concluded Defendant was properly observed prior
to submitting to breath test; (2) trial court erred in refusing
Art. 38.23 instruction regarding failure to observe Defendant
prior to breath test; Held: Trial court erred in refusing instruction, but error had no harm in light of testimony and video
evidence that Defendant was intoxicated; (3) Trial court erroneously denied challenge for cause to juror biased against the
law; Held: Although juror’s voir dire responses were inconsistent and “cut against” the trial court’s ruling that the juror was
not biased against the law, COA “deferr[ed] to the discretion of
the trial court” to resolve conflicting juror responses; (4) Legal/
insufficiency to prove two predicate DWI offenses within 10
years because one predicate DWI previously used to enhance
prior DWI; Held: Evidence was legally/factually sufficient because Penal Code 49.09 and 12.46 permit conviction previously
used for enhancement to be used in a subsequent case.
DENIAL OF IN CAMERA HEARING – DENIAL OF MOTION TO SUPPRESS: ROBERT TYRONE LILLY V. STATE OF
TEXAS, 119 S.W.3d 900 (Tex.App.– Eastland), pet. filed.
Defendant was convicted of Delivery of a Controlled Substance between 1 to 4 grams of cocaine. He contended on appeal: (1) Trial court erroneously denied in camera hearing to
discovery informant’s identity under Tex.R.Evid. 508; Held: No
error in declining to hold in camera hearing because informant’s
identity under the circumstances of the case (CI’s tip had initiated police contact with Defendant resulting in cocaine purchase) had no relevance to issue of guilt; (2) Trial court erred
in denying motion to suppress because the State presented no
evidence of the CI’s reliability; Held: No error; reliability of CI
was not important because CI’s participation merely initiated
police investigation, but did not result in search/arrest/detention; (3) Evidence was legally/factually insufficient because indictment charged delivery of 1.43 grams of cocaine, but jury
charge didn’t instruct jury that “controlled substances” definition included adulterants and dilutants, thus, no proof Defendant delivered pure cocaine; Held: Evidence was sufficient under “hypothetically correct” jury charge since definition of controlled substance under Health and Safety Code includes adulterants and dilutants.
DOUBLE JEOPARDY – IMPLIED VERDICT: EX PARTE
OCTABIANO CANTU, JR., 120 S.W.3d 519 (Tex.App.–Corpus
Christi 2003).
Defendant filed pre-trial writ of habeas corpus alleging second prosecution for aggravated sex assault on a child was jeopardy barred following mistrial in first trial after jury deadlocked
on lesser-included offense. Defendant alleged that jury reached
“implied verdict” of acquittal as evidenced from its consideration of the lesser-included. Held: COA rejects “implied verdict” from jury’s consideration of lesser included offense; because jury did not return an answer to both charges presented
to it (the greater and lesser charge), no verdict was rendered in
the case. In absence of an express verdict, no jeopardy resulted.

ARSON – DENIAL OF MOTION TO SUPPRESS – ADMISSION OF EXPERT TESTIMONY: VICKIE Y. DRAKE V. STATE
OF TEXAS,123 S.W.3d 596 (Tex.App.–Hous [14th Dist] 2003).
Defendant was convicted of arson of a building. She contended on appeal: (1) Appeal should be abated so trial court
could enter written fact-findings on Defendant’s motion to
suppress her confession: Held: Although Tex.Code Crim.Pro.
Art. 38.22, Sec. 6 requires written fact-findings, trial court’s statements dictated into the record at conclusion of hearing in which
court expressly made credibility determination was sufficient
to comply with Art. 38.22; (2) Trial court erred in denying
motion to suppress based upon improper inducement; Held:
Police chief ’s “general, non-specific statement” to Defendant
that she could “help herself ” by giving a statement was not sufficient promise under Muniz v. State, 851 S.W.2d 238 (CCA
1993) and Espinosa v. State, 899 S.W.2d 359 (Tex.App. – Hous.
1995) to render Defendant’s statement involuntary; (3) trial
court erroneously denied mistrial following witness referring
to extraneous offenses in violation of motion in limine; Held:
Trial court’s curative instruction to jury to disregard mention
of extraneous offense was sufficient to render the error harmless; (4) trial court erroneously admitting testimony in violation of Tex.R.Evid 704 by ex-arson investigator witness on issue of whether part of building actually burned; Held: Trial
court didn’t abuse its discretion because testimony by ex-arson
investigator assisted jury in determining whether part of the
building actually caught fire, as opposed to charred from external source.
CRIMINAL SOLICITATION – JURY CHARGE: GENA
CAROL CLAXTON V. STATE OF TEXAS, 124 S.W.3d 761,
(Tex.App.–Hous [1st Dist] 2003).
Defendant was convicted of solicitation of capital murder
to arranging to have her boyfriend “disappear forever and get
out of her life” (breaking up is hard to do). Defendant urged on
appeal: (1) Trial court erred by sua sponte failing to instruct
jury on corroboration requirement under Tex.Penal Code Sec.
15.03(b) for criminal solicitation cases: Held: Trial court erred
in failing to give instruction because under Posey v. State, 966
S.W.2d 57 (CCA 1998), court was under a duty to instruct on
law applicable to case without request; error didn’t cause egregious harm under Almanza v. State, 686 S.W.2d 157 (CCA 1985)
because in light of evidence at trial, including fact that Defendant signed written confession, she made statements to other
individuals about murdering the complainant, recorded threats
against complainant, attempt to solicit others to murder complainant, all the non-accomplice witness testimony was sufficient to corroborate the evidence, therefore, jury would not have
been less likely to convict had corroboration instruction been
given; (2) Ineffective assistance of counsel due to counsel’s failure to request corroboration instruction; Held: Although
counsel’s failure to request instruction fell below objectively
reasonable standard, no prejudice due to the strength of the
evidence which corroborated her intent to solicit murder.

NEWLY DISCOVERED EVIDENCE – ADMISSION OF
FAXED DOCUMENT – WAIVER: TONY ANTHONY
GUIDRY V. STATE OF TEXAS, 121 S.W.3d 849 (Tex.App.–
Beaumont 2003).
Defendant was convicted of Fraudulent Use/Possession of
Identifying Information (use of fictitious id papers in order to
purchase motorcycle). He contended on appeal: (1) He was
entitled to new trial based on newly discovered evidence that
three identification witnesses violated sequestration rule by
viewing him through a window on courtroom door; Held: Under criteria for newly discovered evidence in Wallace v. State,
106 S.W.3d 103, Defendant not entitled to new trial because he
failed to show that witnesses changed their testimony/identification based on observing him through window prior to their
testimony; (2) Trial court erred by admitting faxed document
without proper authentication and in violation of hearsay; Held:
Faxed document (confirmation of insurance coverage) was
properly authenticated under Tex.R.Evid 901(b)(1) because witness who received fax testified to what the document appeared
to be; faxed doc (which contained Defendant’s real name across
top of fax) wasn’t hearsay under Tex.R.Evid 801(e)(2) because
it constituted an admission by a party opponent; (3) Trial court
excluded testimony regarding Defendant’s receipt of SSI benefits in order to show inability to participate in crime; Held:
Defendant failed to preserve error by failing to make offer of
proof regarding what testimony on SSI benefits would have established.
ADMISSION OF PO’S TESTIMONY ERROR, BUT HARMLESS: RAYMOND MANNING V. STATE OF TEXAS, 126
S.W.3d 552, (Tex.App.–Texarkana 2003).
Defendant was convicted of manslaughter from colliding his
truck into another vehicle. CCA reversed COA’s reversal of conviction. (114 S.W.3d 922–CCA 2003) On appeal remand, Defendant contended: (1) Trial court erred in admitting reputation testimony by probation officer because she lacked necessary familiarity with Defendant’s reputation; Held: Trial court
erred in admitting P.O.’s testimony because her testimony was
based only on one personal observation and two reports regarding Defendant’s misbehavior while on personal bond – this
was inadequate to show P.O.’s knowledge of Defendant’s reputation; COA held the admission of this testimony was harmless. COA explained that even though jury assessed mid-range
sentence, and rejected request for probation was not enough to
show harm.
EXCLUSION OF DECEDENT’S AGGRESSIVE ACTS – SELFDEFENSE CLAIM: SHANNON EUGENE HAYES V. STATE OF
TEXAS, 124 S.W.3d 781, (Tex.App.–Hous. [1st Dist] 2003).
Defendant was charged with murder but convicted of lesser
offense of manslaughter. Defendant contended on appeal: (1)
Trial court erred by excluding extraneous aggressive acts by
decedent in order to support self-defense claim; Held: Trial court
did not err: first, Defendant didn’t show he knew of decedent’s
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extraneous acts, therefore, acts admissible to show Defendant’s
state of mind; second, unless the specific extraneous acts were
against the defendant (which they weren’t), under a reading of
Tex.R.Evid 404(a)(2) and 405, evidence of a decedent’s violent
character (against persons other than a defendant) is limited to
the form of reputation or opinion; Defendant did not present
reputation/opinion testimony regarding decedent’s extraneous
acts of violence; (2) Trial court denied Defendant Due Process
by excluding decedent’s extraneous violent acts; Held: Defendant failed to preserve error because he didn’t raise Due Process objection at trial; (3) Manslaughter verdict is factually insufficient in support of his self-defense claim because it showed
intent to kill precluded finding of recklessness; Held: COA simply holds, with no factual analysis, that the evidence was not so
weak or against weight of evidence to render verdict unjust; (4)
Trial court erred in denying requested charge on criminally negligent homicide; Held: Evidence didn’t show Defendant was unaware of risk that his conduct would injure another; (5) Trial
court erred in denying requested jury charge on voluntary conduct; Held: Defendant wasn’t entitled to voluntariness instruction because he did not contend his physical movements were
involuntarily made or accidental.
PRETRIAL HABEAS – DENIAL OF BOND REDUCTION: EX
PARTE VERNON SCOTT, 122 S.W.3d 866 (Tex.App.–Fort
Worth 2003).
Defendant appealed denial of habeas application to reduce
$100,000 bond on aggravated kidnaping and kidnaping charge.
Held: Trial court didn’t abuse its discretion in denying bond
reduction. Reviewing criteria for bond under Tex.Code
Crim.Pro. Art. 17.15, in light of evidence presented in hearing
COA observed that bond was “high” but Defendant failed to
show it was excessive in light of: (a) alleged use of deadly weapon
and possible sentence on finding of guilt; (b) state’s argument
that complainant was frightened of Defendant (complainant
did not testify); (c) lack of detailed evidence demonstrating
long-time ties to the community; and (d) lack of specific testimony regarding Defendant’s assets in support of his claim of
inability to make bond.
IMPROPER COMMITMENT QUESTIONS PERMITTED:
CHRISTOPHER BEAU HARRIS V. STATE OF TEXAS, 122
S.W.3d 871 (Tex.App.–Fort Worth 2003).
Defendant was convicted of two counts of sexual assault
against two separate complainants. On appeal, he contended:
(1) Trial court permitted three improper commitment questions during voir dire; Held: State’s questions (disbelieve witness simply for delay in reporting crime, inability to convict
without medical evidence, inability to convict on testimony of
only one witness if jury believed that witness beyond reasonable doubt) were proper under Standefer v. State, 59 S.W.2d
177 (CCA 2001); although questions were “commitment questions,” they were permissible because they would lead to valid
challenge for cause and didn’t include more details than were
necessary; (2) Violation of “the Rule” by permitting DA investigator who sat in courtroom to testify at rebuttal regarding
inconsistent statement made by Defense witness; Held: No vio-
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lation of “the Rule” because witness was not anticipated during
case-in-chief and lacked personal knowledge of case, but only
became necessary as rebuttal testimony; (3) Improper jury argument based on (a) shifted burden of proof to Defendant by
arguing to jury defendant had failed to subpoena witnesses to
support defensive theory about complainants’ motive to falsely
accuse Defendant; Held: Reference to Defendant’s subpoena
power is not improper if it refers to Defendant’s failure to produce evidence from a source different from Defendant; (b) prosecutor struck Defendant over shoulder’s of counsel by advising
jury of his obligation to promote justice; Held: While generally
improper for prosecutors to inform jury of their obligation to
seek justice, prosecutor permitted to do so where (in this case)
it is in response to defense argument suggesting impropriety
by state — alternatively trial court’s instruction to disregard
would have cured any error; (c) prosecutor’s argument (“you
represent the community. You tell the Defendant, send a message to the community –”) was a proper plea for law enforcement because it advised the jury it represented the community.
EMERGENCY DOCTRINE JUSTIFIED WARRANTLESS
ENTRY OF STINKY APARTMENT: MICHAEL ADAM
RAUSCHER V. STATE OF TEXAS, ___ S.W.3d ___, No. 01-01–
1134-CR (Tex.App. – Hous. [1st Dist]. 1/29/04).
Police conducted “welfare check” of Appellant’s apartment
after complaints of foul odor emanating from within, and worries by neighbors that Appellant or wife might be dead. After
breaking in, officers observed lots of cat feces, and marijuana
plants in plain view, obtained a search warrant, and seized the
marijuana. Defendant pled guilty to felony possession of marijuana. On appeal, he challenged trial court’s denial of motion
to suppress marijuana discovered in warrantless entry into his
apartment: (1) Unidentified foul odor did not justify warrantless entry under “Emergency Doctrine” exception to Forth
Amendment; Held: Facts known to officer who entered apartment – foul odor, prior arguments between Appellant and wife,
disappearance of wife, inability of anyone to enter apartment,
supported objective reasonable belief by officer that it was necessary to enter apartment to see if anyone needed “immediate
aid;” even though foul odor and disappearance of wife raised
concern that there was dead body in apartment, officer was still
justified in entering apt in order to determine whether wife
might still be alive, but in need of assistance; (2) Foul odor didn’t
justify search under Tex.Const. Art I, Sec. 9; Held: Appellant
did not argue that Texas Constitution provides more protection than Federal Constitution; therefore, resolution of state
constitutional issue is bound by discussion based on federal
constitution.
TRIAL COURT’S PERMISSION DID NOT TRUMP
BOILERPLATE WAIVER OF APPEAL: JAMIE ILES V. STATE
OF TEXAS, ___ S.W.3d ___, No. 01-02–01032/01033-CR
(Tex.App.–Hous. [1st Dist]. 1/29/04).
Appellant pled guilty to aggravated robbery, enhanced by
prior felony convictions. Appellant signed a boilerplate plea
agreement which included waiver of right to appeal. Following
conviction, Appellant tried to appeal denial of suppression mo-

tions. State contended Appellant’s waiver prevented appeal:
Held: Appellant had no right to appeal in light of his waiver:
(1) appellate record demonstrates Appellant’s waiver of appeal
was knowing and voluntary; record does not show that Appellant had intended to appeal denial of suppression motion (under Alzarka, 90 S.W.3d 321 (CCA 2002), where record affirmatively demonstrates an intent to appeal, plea waiver language
may be rebutted); (2) trial court’s provision of appellate counsel and appellate record in response to request did not constitute permission to appeal which would vitiate the plea waiver
language.
SUFFICIENCY OF EVIDENCE – PERJURED TESTIMONY
– DENIAL OF CROSS-EXAMINATION: KEITH GRIMES V.
STATE OF TEXAS, ___ S.W.3d ___, No. 01-02–00817/00818/
00819-CR (Tex.App.–Hous. [1st Dist]. 1/29/04).
Appellant was convicted of indecency with a child by contact, and aggravated sexual assault. On appeal, he contended:
(1) Legal and factual insufficiency due to inconsistences in
complainant’s testimony, disagreement between prosecution
and defense medical testimony, and erroneous confusion of
sperm with semen in PC affidavit; Held: Evidence was both
legally and factually sufficient; mere inconsistent evidence did
not render evidence insufficient because jury was entitled to
resolve inconsistencies; (2) Perjury regarding DNA evidence;
Held: Appellant didn’t establish perjured testimony because
there was no showing that complained of witnesses intended
to make deceptive statements, and certain responses to questions were open to subjective interpretation; (3) Perjury by
medical expert by misstating credentials in child abuse training; Held: Medical expert’s characterization of her training as
“child abuse” when it was “ambulatory pediatric fellowship”,
but focused on chid abuse and neglect, was not perjury; (4)
Denial of right to cross-examine for preventing impeachment
of medical expert regarding her credentials/training in child
abuse; Held: In light of fact that actual training dealt with child
abuse and neglect, trial court acted within its discretion in excluding impeachment of medical expert on grounds of relevance and juror confusion/waste of time; (5) Denial of motion for new trial due to perjured testimony; Held: No abuse of
discretion in denying MNT in light of lack of proof of perjury;
(6) Due Process violated by presentation of perjured testimony;
Held: No violation because no evidence of perjured testimony;
(7) Erroneous forfeiture of pre-trial bond; Held: Error was
waived due to failure to cite portion of record reflecting the
error; (8) Erroneous admission under Tex.R.Evid 403 of Appellants’ suicide attempt to prove guilt; Held: Appellant waived
error by failing to object when this evidence was admitted at
another point of trial without objection; (9) Violation of discovery order from withholding videotape of medical examination; Held: No abuse of discretion in admitting videotape and
freeze-frame photos from tape; assuming there was a discovery
violation (because videotape was not listed in discovery order),
no harm because Appellant’s medical expert was permitted to
view videotape before state’s medical experts testified; (10) Erroneous admission of oral statements made to police officer
over phone under Escobedo v. Illinois, 378 U.S. 478 (1964); Held:

No error from admission of incriminating statements made to
officer because formal charges had not been brought; Miranda
warnings required only when individual is questioned in police custody; (11) Denial of right to fair and impartial judge
due to judicial bias reflected through its rulings; Held: Appellant did not show “bias” by court through its rulings; proper
method of challenging rulings was to designate them as grounds
for review; (12) Erroneous admission and erroneous exclusion
of litany of evidence; Held: Grounds were either meritless or
not supported by authority; (13) Appellant requested COA to
take judicial notice of newspaper website article regarding State’s
witness; Held: COA would not take judicial notice because issue for which Appellant sought judicial notice was not “notorious, well known, or easily ascertainable” as required for taking
notice.
INTOXICATION MANSLAUGHTER – RETROGRADE EXTRAPOLATION EVIDENCE WAS ERROR UNDER MATA:
CHARLES JASON DOUTHITT V. STATE OF TEXAS, 127
S.W.3d 327, (Tex.App –Austin 2004).
Appellant was convicted of intoxication manslaughter. On
appeal, he challenged: (1) admissibility of retrograde extrapolation evidence; Held: Admission of retrograde extrapolation
was error under Mata v. State, 46 S.W.3d 902 (CCA 2001) because State’s hypothetical question to expert was improperly
specific of relevant facts necessary to establish reliability of extrapolation in Appellant’s specific circumstances; however, error was harmless; (2) intoxilyzer results taken several hours after accident were irrelevant absent retrograde extrapolation
evidence to prove intoxication at time of accident; Held: Even
though intoxilyzer taken several hours after accident, and even
though extrapolation evidence was not reliable, evidence Appellant was intoxicated several hours after accident, combined
with evidence Appellant had not drunk alcohol after accident,
evidence of BAC was admissible to show Appellant had consumed large amount of alcohol prior to driving automobile;
(3) field sobriety tests performed several hours after accident
were not relevant; Held: FST’s were relevant to show level of
physical/mental impairment at time of accident.
ADMISSION OF EXPERT TESTIMONY ON “ACCIDENT
INVESTIGATION MEASURING SYSTEM” WAS ERROR,
BUT HARMLESS: ROBERTO PENA V. STATE OF TEXAS, ___
S.W.3d ___, No. 08-02-00361-CR (Tex.App. – El Paso 1/29/04).
Appellant pled guilty to intoxication manslaughter but contested whether the car was used as a deadly weapon; jury made
affirmative finding that car was deadly weapon. On appeal,
Appellant contended trial court erred in admitting expert testimony from police officer/accident re-constructionist regarding estimated speed of Appellant’s car; Held: Trial court erroneously admitted testimony regarding calculations based on
“Accident Investigation Measuring System” because State’s expert, while qualified as an expert reconstructionist, was unable
to establish reliability of “AIMS”; he was unable to establish
scientific principles of mathematical formulas used to calculate distance, he was unable to establish scientific principles
underlying equipment, and he could not explain whether acApril 2004
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curacy of AIMS could be consistently validated. Court of Appeals determined that error was harmless because of limited
issue before the jury given other evidence demonstrating
Appellant’s car was operated at a great speed
DWI – MOTION TO SUPPRESS PRESERVED ERROR
WHEN MOTION IS “CARRIED” WITH TRIAL: ABEL A.
FLORES V. STATE OF TEXAS, ___ S.W.3d ___, No. 13-03-128CR (Tex.App.–Corpus Christi 1/29/04).
Appellant’s probation was revoked following arrest for driving while intoxicated. On appeal, Appellant contended DWI
evidence was based on illegal traffic stop. (1) Court initially
addressed whether carrying suppression motion until revocation proceeding waives error; Held: Error preserved when timely
filed suppression motion is carried and litigated during unitary revocation/suppression proceeding; (2) Trial court erroneously admitted Appellant’s admission to probation officer
during probation meeting following arrest; Held: Appellant
failed to preserve error because he did not object to statement
on the basis of the (pending) suppression motion.
WATER POLLUTION – IMPROPER INSTRUCTION HELD
HARMFUL: JOHN WATTS V. STATE OF TEXAS, ___ S.W.3d
___, No. 14-99-00811-CR (Tex.App.–Hous [14th Dist]. 1/29/04).
Appellant’s conviction for water pollution was remanded to
COA by CCA for harm analysis after CCA found trial court’s
instruction to the jury was an improper comment on the weight
of the evidence as well as improper taking of judicial notice in
jury’s presence: Held: Although COA believed the instruction
was technically an accurate statement of the law, COA held the
instruction was harmful because it had interfered with
Appellant’s ability to urge the jury to acquit (even if Appellant
was urging acquittal on a misinterpretation of the law).
NEWLY DISCOVERED EVIDENCE – INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE – CROSS-EXAMINATION LIMITATION: EDWIN
DELAMORA V. STATE OF TEXAS, ___ S.W.3d ___, No. 0302–00557-CR (Tex.App.–Austin 2/5/04).
Defendant was convicted of capital murder (non-death) for
murder of a sheriff ’s deputy during a drug raid on the
defendant’s residence. On appeal, Defendant contended: (1)
Error in failure to grant motion for new trial based on newly
discovered evidence that dead deputy was not a peace officer
because he had failed to take oath of office and anti-bribery
oath pursuant to Tex.Const. Art. VXI, Sec. 1 and Tex.Loc. Gov’t
Code Sec. 85.003; Held: No error in failing to grant MNT, primarily because deputy was a “de facto officer” under Freeman
v. State, 556 S.W.2d 287 (CCA 1977), and, Williams v. State, 588
S.W.2d 593 (CCA 1979); (2) Ineffective assistance of counsel
for failure to investigate and present issue at trial that deputy
had failed to take oath; Held: Claim rejected because record
was inadequate to show that trial counsel was unaware of
deputy’s failure to take oath, also, substantive claim was meritless
because officer was a “de facto officer”; (3) & (4) Error in limiting cross-examination of two deputies regarding their relationship with confidential informant whose brothers were
deputy sheriffs and who provided information which formed
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basis to conduct raid on Defendant’s residence; Held: Trial court
did not err in limiting cross-examination of deputies regarding their relationship with the CI based on finding that the relationship between the officers and the CI was a “collateral
matter” to the issues involved; court did not violate Sixth
Amendment right to confront and cross-examine because the
subject of the cross-examination would not have related to a
material issue (Note: while finding no error, Court of Appeals
applied an anticipatory harm analysis in the event of reversal
on PDR, finding any error harmless).
DNA MOTION – INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OF COUNSEL: JAMES WARREN, JR. V. STATE OF TEXAS ___ S.W.3d
___, No. 05-02–01982-CR (Tex.App.–Dallas 2/4/04).
Appeal from denial of Chapter 64 DNA proceeding denying
testing of comforter and milky white discharge from sexual assault victim. Appellant contended: (1) Court erroneous denied
motion for DNA testing; Held: Appellant not entitled to DNA
testing because he failed to show in his motion any of the criteria necessary for testing under TCCP art. 64.01(b), e.g., testing
not available, testing was available but technically incapable of
providing probative results, or defendant wasn’t responsible for
absence of testing and interests of justice compelled testing;
(2) DNA counsel was ineffective for failing to comply with requirements of Chapter 64 in filing an amended motion; Held:
Assuming a defendant has the right to effective counsel under
Chapter 64, record did not show that effective counsel could
have filed a “legally sufficient motion” for DNA testing.
INSUFFICIENCY OF EVIDENCE – DEFENDANT ABSENT
DURING PUNISHMENT PHASE – INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE: WARREN HUDSON V. STATE OF TEXAS, ___ S.W.3d
___, No. 06-02–00211-CR (Tex.App.–Texarkana 2/5/04).
Defendant was convicted of felony possession of marijuana.
He contended on appeal: (1) Legal and factual insufficiency to
prove possession (affirmative links); Held: Circumstances of
case – Defendant’s rental, driving and possession of car containing drugs in suitcase in trunk and his verbal admission of
custody over drugs was sufficient to prove knowing possession;
(2) Trial court erred in conducting punishment phase after
Defendant absented himself from court; Held: Record supported inference that Defendant voluntarily absented himself
just before punishment argument; court was entitled to proceed in his absence pursuant to TCCP art. 33.03 due to voluntary absence; (3) Trial court violated TCCP art. 36.17 erroneously responded to jury note without putting proceedings on
record and requiring Defendant be present in court; Held: In
the absence of an objection by Defendant, court of appeals presumed from appellate record that trial court complied with Art.
36.17; (4) Improper jury argument by prosecutor by referring
to the “war on drugs” and crimes effect on tax dollars”; Held:
Comment on “war on drugs” was part of a proper plea for law
enforcement, reference to “tax dollars” was improper, but was
deemed harmless; (5) Ineffective Assistance of Counsel due to
attorney having been suspended from practice at time of trial
due to failure to comply with MCLE requirements; Held: No

IAC because suspension for failure to comply with technical
requirement, including MCLE, does not render attorney incompetent; (6) IAC for failure to file a motion for new trial: Held:
IAC not demonstrated from face of record because in the absence of the filing of an MNT record did not rebut presumption that Defendant conferred with attorney and decided not
to file the MNT; (7) IAC for failure to request a hearing on pretrial motions; Held: In absence of MNT record did not establish counsel was ineffective because failure to argue motions
may have been strategic, or counsel may have had access to evidence under “open file” policy; (8) IAC for failure to object to
court’s instruction to jury that failure to reach unanimous verdict would result in mistrial; Held: Although failure to object
to this instruction would be deficient, because the instruction
was technically correct, Appellant experienced no prejudice because result of trial would not have been different.
INJURY TO A CHILD – WAIVER OF APPEAL – INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE: MATHEW TUFELE V. STATE OF TEXAS,
___ S.W.3d ___, No. 14-02–01271-CR (Tex.App.–Hous [14th
Dist] 2/5/04).
Appellant pled guilty before a jury to injury to a child by
omission and received 18 year sentence. On appeal, he contended: (1) Ineffective assistance of counsel by trial attorney
during punishment phase of trial for a variety of alleged errors: Held: Appellant waived error by improper briefing through
failing to cite legal authority in support of alleged errors; in
addition, in absence of factual development in MNT hearing,
record did not overcome presumption that attorney had strategic purpose for acts and omissions; (2) Illegal requirement of
sentence that Appellant place photo of decedent in prison cell;
Held: Placement of decedent’s photos in prison cell was “illegal
sentence” because it was not authorized by statute for punishment. This portion of sentence was struck; judgment otherwise affirmed. [***Editor’s Note – Court of Appeals initially
addressed a waiver of appeal issue due to boilerplate waiver
language within plea papers. Court of Appeals held Monreal,
99 S.W.3d 615 did not apply because Appellant’s sentence was
not set; pre-sentencing waivers are only effective if sentence is
set or certain. Appellant maintained the right to appeal punishment phase errors.]
EXPERT TESTIMONY – HEARSAY – SEVERANCE: PABLO
PAUL SALAZAR V. STATE OF TEXAS, ___ S.W.3d ___, No.
14-03–00202/00203/00204/00205-CR (Tex.App.–Hous [14th
Dist] 2/5/04).
Appellant was convicted of four counts of aggravated sexual
assault. He contended on appeal: (1) Trial court erroneously
excluded testimony by defense’s psychiatric/sexual abuse expert regarding inappropriate technique utilized in interviewing complainants; Held: Defense expert’s testimony on “content-based criteria analysis” did not pass reliability and relevance
requirements under Nenno, 970 S.W.2d 549 (CCA 1998); and,
Jordan, 928 S.W.2d 550; the testimony was irrelevant because it
wasn’t tied to facts of the case; it was not reliable because defense did not demonstrate established and reliable methodology for technique; (2) Trial court improperly admitted expert

testimony by sexual abuse counselors; Held: No error because
State could elicit “lay opinion” from witnesses with expert
knowledge; Appellant waived error, however, because he failed
to re-urge his objection when the witness’ lay opinion diverged
into expert testimony; (3) Trial court erred by admitting hearsay statements by complainant through sexual abuse counselors; Held: No error because the complainants’ hearsay statements, which related to their emotional reaction to the abuse,
were admissible under Tex.R.Evid 803(3) as an expression of
emotional condition; (4) Trial court erred in failing to grant
severance of charges on basis that Penal Code 3.03(b)(2)(A) is
limited to multiple offenses against a single victim; Held: Penal
Code Sec. 3.03(b) does not limit joinder to a single victim of
multiple offenses; (5) Failure to sever permitted overly prejudicial evidence to be admitted which would not have been admissible had cases been tried separately; Held: The evidence of
multiple acts would have been admissible because it rebutted
Appellant’s defensive theory that complainant concocted story
and was result of suggestive questioning.
FELONY MURDER – JURY INSTRUCTION – SUPPRESSION OF EXCULPATORY STATEMENTS: PEDRO ISREAL
LOREDO V. STATE OF TEXAS, ___ S.W.3d ___, No. 14-00–
01353/01354-CR (Tex.App –Hous [14th Dist] 2/5/04).
Appellant was convicted of felony murder and arson. On
appeal, he contended: (1) Evidence was insufficient to prove
his guilt as principle or party because act of starting fire was
independent act of a co-actor; Held: Combined evidence, in
which fire was set in order to cover burglary, permitted jury to
rationally infer Appellant’s guilt as a party; (2) Evidence was
insufficient to prove Appellant intended to damage the building or that arson occurred in furtherance of burglary; Held:
Combined evidence was sufficient to support jury’s conclusion
that Appellant was guilty as a party to arson committed for
purpose of covering up a burglary; (3) Jury charge improperly
instructed jury on transferred intent, under Tex.Pen.Code Sec.
6.04(b)(2); Held: Jury instruction was erroneous because it instructed under P.C. 6.04(b)(2) — addressing different property or person affected by a defendant’s conduct — rather than
under P.C. 6.04(b)(1) – addressing different offense committed by defendant’s conduct; Court of Appeals held there to be
no egregious harm because evidence would have supported
conviction without jury’s reliance on erroneous transferred
intent charge; (4) Trial court erred in failing to suppress inculpatory statements regarding extraneous offenses admitted during punishment after Appellant requested a lawyer during interrogation; Held: Appellant’s statement “Can I ask for a lawyer
now?” during interrogation was not a clear and unambiguous
request for attorney, as required by Davis v. United States, 512
U.S. 452 (1994), therefore, Appellant’s statements not taken in
violation of Fifth Amendment. 
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Significant Decisions Report
is reported by
Cynthia Hampton, Editor and
Mike Charlton, Assistant Editor
We invite all comments and
constructive criticism
from TCDLA members and
Voice for the Defense readers
synopses of opinions of the
appeals courts

E-mail or Fax — John Carroll - VOICE editor
jcarroll@itxemail.com 210.829.0734

The SDR’s printing cost is funded by The Judicial & Court
Training Fund administered by The Texas Court of Criminal Appeals

FRIENDS of TCDLA
are requesting donations for a
silent auction at the
Rusty Duncan
Membership Party
being held on Friday,
June 18th at 7:00 pm.
Items you can donate:
Jewelry
 Weekend getaways


(your home, rental or condo)






Gift certificates
Tickets to sporting events
Sports memorabilia
Legal memorabilia
Artwork

If you have items to donate,
please contact:
Rita Evans
817.924.9026
or
Lois Wischkaemper
806.740.0474
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Mark your
calendars ... it’s
Fiesta time
in San Antonio!
Join us
June 17-19, 2004
for TCDLA’s
17th Annual
Rusty Duncan
Criminal Law
Short Course
You can make your hotel reservations now at one of three hotels:
Marriott Rivercenter (seminar location),
101 Bowie Street at Commerce St.,
San Antonio, Texas 78205, 210.223.1000
(Group rate starts at $149)
La Quinta Inn
1001 East Commerce St.,
San Antonio, Texas 78205, 210.222.9181
(Group rate starts at $99)
The Menger
204 Alamo Plaza
San Antonio, Texas 78205, 210.223.4361
(Group rate starts at $99)
Download a seminar registration form at www.tcdla.com.
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